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CHAPTER . I 

INTRODUCTION 

F or rnany years educators have sought more e££ecti ve 

rn e thods and means of as sis ting t he student to l earn . Instructional 

systerns have been devi sed and innovative curricula developed . Each 

of these h as its own unique possibilities, advantages, and disadvan-

tag es . New learning theories have b een develop e d, and advances 

hav e been rn ade in knowledge of the individual 's social, cultural, 

psychological, and personality factors. Yet, it is clear that, wit h 

all of the technologies and innovations, no one instructiona l strategy 

or curriculmn development is effective for all students. 

The development of community colleges appealed to a type 

of person who had pr eviously not attended institutions of higher learn

ing. These persons have different characteristics and problems 

from the tradit i ona l s tudent in higher education. The social and 

a
1
c ademic capabilities of the students range from very high to very 

low. The average age of the s tud ent is increasing. Many are 

employed full or part time. There are very few residential com-

munity college s , and most of the students are commuters . lv1any 

1 
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a re married and have families. Typically, the students come from 

families of blue collar workers. Males have generally outnumbered 

f e males two to one. In specialized prograrns such as nursing there 

is a higher percentage of wornen than men. 

Associate degree nursing programs are usually affiliated 

with community colleges. Hence, the student population in this 

n ursing program retains many of the characteristics of the typical 

c ommunity colle ge student population, with the exception of the male 

to female ratio. Also, most of the associate degree prograrns are 

more s e lective in their choice of applicants a nd do not practice a 

s tr ictly open - door admission policy. Associate d e gr e e p r ograrns of 

n u rsing have b e en innovative in the development of technologies and 

curriculum and in the application of theories of lea r ning. Still, 

sorre students are tmsuccessful in learning those facts and skills that 

enable them to pass the State Board Test Pool E x aminations . Pro-

viding efficient, effective, and economically responsible education 

for this 11 new student 11 is a challenge to the associate degree 

program of nursing and to the con1munity college in general. 

Increasing attention has been focused on the theory of cogni

tive styles of learning as a means of providing the missing elements 

between the student, the educator , the instructional strategies , and 
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learning theories. Each individual, students and faculty alike, has 

preferences for ways of learning and of relating to the learning 

environment. Cognitive style is one concept that has been devised 

t o determine individual preferences for learning. Through the use 

of the cognitive style concept, a graphic representation or "map" 

of preferred learning style is determined . This 11 n1ap 11 i.s pre-

scriptive to facilitate educational strategies to meet individual needs . 

Faculty members are finding that by considering the preferred styles 

of learning of students and the t e aching style 0£ the faculty members, 

they can establish the most appropriate stud e nt-teacher match and 

teacher-learning strategies . 

The older student may require instructional strategies that 

vary from those used with the traditional younger student. A review 

of the literature indicates that the average age of the community col-

lege student is increasing. Increasing nurnbers of older students 

are seeking a community college education, and they have had differ

ent environmental influences and experiences from those of the 

younger students. Curriculum and teaching-learning strategies of 

higher education have been developed for and practiced on popula

tions of younger students. 
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Students are influenced in their orientations to life by their 

sex and occupational role expectations. Sex and occupational role 

expectations are changing. As a result, community colleges are 

fin ding that enrollment in courses which heretofore have been 

limit ed or dictated by sex role expectations are indicating a trend 

towar d a sexual balance. 

There has been increasing res ear ch and information on 

cognitive styles as they relate to personality type, instructional 

s trategy-pupil match, teacher-pupil match, and vocation a l and career 

c hoice. There is less information available re la ting learning pre -~ 

ferences to other factors, such as age and sex. Differences in cog-

nitive styles of the different age groups and between the sexe s could 

have implications for planning curriculum and t eaching-learning 

strategies in a community college and an associate degree nursing 

program. 

Problem 

The problem is that there may exist differences in cognitive 

styles between males and females and the three age groups of com

munity college students as d e termined by a Modified Hill Model 

Cognitive Style Map. Differences would have implications for 

instructional n1anagement. 
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Purpose _ 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the differences 

1n cognitive style scores between male and female s t udents and 

between various age groups of community college students and to 

investigate the interaction in the cognitive style scores between age 

and sex of communi t y college students. This was deterrnined by a 

Mo dified Hill Model Cognitive Style Map. 

Hvnotheses 

The hypotheses for this study were as .follows: 

1. There will be no significant difference in the cognitive 

style scores between male and female comrrmnity college stud e nts 

as determined by a Modified Hill Model Co gnitive Style Map . 

2. There will b e no signific ant difference in the cognitive 

style scores b etween three age groups of community college students 

as determined by a Modified Hill Mode l Co gnitive Style Map. 

3. There will be no s ignificant interaction in the cognitive 

style scores between age and sex of community college students as 

determined by a Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Map. 
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Definitions 

For the purpose of this study the terms listed below have 

b e en defined as fo llows: 

Cognitiv e s tyle: the way in which an individual seeks and 

a cquires rneaning , reasons, and becomes informed in relation to 

how and where the l earning takes place . 

. S.:ognitive Style Map (C. S. M. ): a profile of the individual's 

prefer red l earning styles as determined through a Modified Hill 

Model which provides a pic ture of the diver se ways in which the 

individual prefers to acquire meaning. 

~o_&!J_itive Style Mapping Instrument: a diagno t::i -::-. tool used 

in determining learning style preferences througn responses t o a set 

of twenty-eight items (eler,.1 ents). 

Modified Hill Model: a system for determining cognitive 

style based on Dr. Joseph Hill's Model. 

Items or elements: twenty-eight symbols , each reflecting 

traits describing the manner in which an individual seeks m e aning. 

Sets_ (or groups ):· a s ystem by which the twenty-eight items 

or elements are placed in categories consisting of: (1) Theor e tical 

Symbols, (2) Qua litative Symbols, (3) Cultural Determinants, and 

{4 ) Modalities of Inference. 
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Cognitive style score: a nume rical r e presentation acquired 

as a result of responses to a set of eight questions or statements for 

each of the twenty-eight items (e lements ) in the Modified Hill Model 

Cognitive Style Inventory and 'recorded on the Cognitive Styl e Map. 

11 Ma-jor 11 score : a C. S. M. score falling behveen t wenty

s e ven and forty. 

11 Minor 11 score : a C. S. 1VL score falling between SL""Cteen 

and twenty-six. 

:'N eg li_g ib l e " score : a C. S. M . score falling between eight 

and fifteen . 

Theor e tical Symbols: r e presents an individual1s pr oc es s 

for working with words (linguis tics ) and numbers (quantitative) 

either by v i sual or audit ory means. 

Qualitative Symbols: reflect the process of g e tting meaning 

through the senses , codes, and certain programmatic effects w hich 

assist in interpreting the Theoretical Sy m bols. 

Cultur a l Determinants: represents an indication of influ

ences of culture and prior experi e nc e which the indi.,vidua l b rings to 

b ear in der iving n1eaning from symbols. 
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Modalities of Inference: represents an indication of the 

manne r in which the individual reasons or infers. 1 

Limitations 

The limitations of this res ear ch were as follows: 

I. The only Modified Bill Model Cognitive Style Map 

s cores to be used in this study were those obtaine d through the 

Modifie d llill Model Inventory utilized at th~ selected comn 1unity 

college and available to the institution's computer system. 

2. Scor e s were available for only those students w ho 

voluntarily participated in Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style 

Mapping and not for the entire student population in the cor11mun:i.ty 

college . 

3 . The Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Inventory has 

not undergone extensive investigation to establish reliability and 

validity. 

1
Definitions are based on a summary of definitions as 

presented in: (1) Arlen V. Schroeder, Co gnitive Style: The Key to 
Student Placement? (Detroit: Oakland Community College Press, 
1971); (2) Mountain View College, Mountain View College Work
shop on 11 Cognitive Utilization of Cognitive Style Mapping, 11 Dallas, 
Texas, October 22, 1977, Workbook, p. l ; (3) Crystal M. Lange, 
11 Media and Learning Styles, 11 Nursing Outlook 24 (November 1976) : 
672; and (4) Crystal M. Lange, 11 Determining Cognitive Styles, 11 

Nursing Outlook 24 {December 1976}: 734 . 
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Delimitations 

The delirnitations of this research were as follows: 

1. Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Map scores 

of those students seventeen years of age and older were utilized. 

2. Students must have identified themselves either as male 

or female an d by age . 

As sum ptions 

The assumptions made for the purpose of this research study 

w e re as follows : 

1. Students had correctly filled out inforn1ation forms 

indicating their age and sex . 

2. Stud ents had all received the same Mo di fie d Hill Mo de 1 

Inventory, and the results have been computed using the same crite ria. 



CHAPTER Il 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This research study considers the student enr olled in the 

community college system. It describes t he commLmity college, the 

community colle ge student, and the associate degree nursing program 

as it r elate s to the commw1.ity college system. The study further 

reviews the literature in regard to such fact'ors as curriculum devel

opments , learning theories, teaching-learning strategies, a nd the age 

and sex of students; it then c onsiders the ir possible irnplications for 

the education of community college students. Finally, this study 

explores research and recent literature concerning cognitive styles 

and Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Mapping as_ they relate to 

educational management . 

The Community Colleg e 

Abundant literature is available concerning the community 

college. Monroe combines his insights into community college 

education with extensive research. He states that the community/ 

junior college movement began in the early 1900 1 s but that the first 

big growth came during the Depression. Following World War II, 

10 
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with the return of veterans, a sec and p .eriod of large growth was 

seen. By the 1970 1s, new community colleges were being erected 

thr oughout the United States at a record pace because of the large 

1 
numbers of high school graduates desiring a college education. 

The community college differs from the traditional four-

year college in that it provides opportunities for l earning and personal 

development for persons with diverse interes ts, backgr ounds, and 

needs and for whom college was previous ly inac c ess ible. It provides 

education for the masses. According to Monroe and Sims, it offers 

a wide range of varied l earning experi e nces and ser vices so that the 

p ers onal needs and activities of all students who attend a con1n1lmity 

college are fully served. It usually maintains an ope n-door a dmis-

sion policy, low tuition fees, and a loc ation within the community 

which makes education a ffordable and accessible to everyone. It 

offers the opportunity for educational, developmental, cultural, and 

recreational services. It is student centered, comrnunity based, 

innovative, offers a comprehens ive curriculum, and has its 

emphasis on instruction. Programs include those of the vocational, 

terminal, general, and transfer nature. It is often characterized as 

1
Charles R. Monroe, Profile of the Community College : A 

Handbook (Sa n Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1972), 
pp. 1-20. 
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b eing more progressive and innovative than are the traditional four-

year institutions. It has more freedom to break with traditional 

me thods of teaching and to experiment with new ones. 1 

Because it is a part of the comrnunity and responsive to it, 

i t is necessary for it to adapt quickly to the student and community 

n eeds. In addition to the traditional post-secondary student, the 

c ommunity college serves the adult learner through its programs of 

part-time and evening c allege. 2 

The Associate De_gree Program of Nursing 

The associate degr e e nursing program is a two-ye ar pro-

gram and is usually based in a community college. It provide s both 

a lib e r a l and a technical education. It is an integ ral part of the par-

ent institution. According to Michel.more, the program is organized 

for completion within the two-year period. Students must m e et the 

requirernents of the institution and the nursing program .for admission, 

continuation of study, and graduation. 3 The product of this program 

1
Dr. David Sims, Class notes, EDFD 5413-30, Texas 

Woman 1 s University, Denton, Texas, Fall, 1977. 

3 Ellen Michelmore , "Distinguishing Between AD and BS 
Education, 11 Nursing Outlook 2 5 (August 1977): 5 06-510. 
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is an Associate Degree Nurse (ADN) who is eligible to take the State 

Board of Nursing examination and become a registered nurse. 

Schweer states that: 

The associate degree program aims to prepare gradu
ates who can function under supervision as beginning staff 
nurses to give direct nursing care to patients and to colla
borate with other nursing and health team n1embers in 
providing individualized nursing care . The focus of 
le a rning is on knowledgeable and skillful application of 
scientific principles to the performance of prescribed 
nursing techniques: identifying simple n,ursing problems 
and providing nursing measures to relieve problerns. 1 

Cross s tates that 11 The two most frequently cited p urposes 

of educat ion are to prepare the student for a vocation and to add to the 

general enrichment of life. 112 The community college p hilos ophy 

incorporates these concepts . As a part of the communit y college, 

the associate d egree nursing program also incorporates the se con-

cepts in its philosophy and curriculum development. Associate 

degree nursing p r o g rams have been innovative in developrnent of 

curriculum and in the use of various teaching strategies. 

1Jean E. Schweer and Kristine Gebbie, C reative Teaching in 
Clinical Nursing , 3d e d. (St. Louis: The C. V. Mosby Co., 1976), 
p. 19. 

2
Kathryn Patricia Cross, Beyond the Open Door {San 

Francisco : Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1974), p. 109. 
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The Community College Student 

With the development of the community colle ge came a new 

type of student. These students are seeking a college education 

because they believe that it will be the key to future success in life. 

T he student population of the typical community college do es not 

vary widely in its interests and abilities from the general population. 

T h eir capabilities range from very h.i.gh to very low both socially and 

academically. Authors Sims, l'vionroe, Glass and Hodgin , and C ross 

ag ree that the majority of community college students tend to come 

fr om families of the low er middle class and blue collar \Vorkers. 

T h e refore , they are fro1n the lower socio-economic community. 

These authors a l so agree that the students tend to have low ac a dernic 

skills and have been unsuccessful in high school. The students often 

are married. They are commuters, and they may be ernployed full-

1 
or part-time in addition to their school activities. 

Rodgers states that a questi onnaire concerning work habits 

given to Mountain View College students in the spring of 1977 

revealed the following information: of those re sponding, 78 per cent 

1 . 
Suns; Monroe, pp. 181-206; J. Conrad Glass, Jr. and 

Hubert H. Hodgin, "Commuting Students and Cocurricular Activi
ties, 11 Personnel and Guidanc e Journal 34 (January 1977): 253-256; 
Cross, Beyond the Op en Door, pp. 4-17, 32-55, 60 - 69, 79-85. 
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w ere working, 20 per cent worked fewer than thirty-one hours per 

w eek, 50 per cent worked between thirty-one and forty hours per 

w eek, and 30 per cent worked rnore than forty hours per week. 

Therefore, of the 78 per cent who stated that they w orked, 80 per 

cent worked more than thirty-one hours per we ek in addition to going 

to school. Results of a study during the fall semes ter, 1977, are 

not y e t available . 
1 

Glass and 1-Iodgin state that the students appear to be more 

conventional in their attitude s., l ess indepen dent, and more a uthori-

tarian than do four - year students . The authors relate that important 

reasons for attending a community college include limited financial 

resources, par e ntal influence, and institutional proximity. The 

students desire to remain in the community and may have a job which 

they need to continue. The college is se e n as a m e ans to an end and 

as an opportunity to sele ct those courses that will enhance the 

achievement of their goals. 2 These reasons £or attending a com

munity college are supported by Cross and Monroe, who also state 

that a prime motivating factor is the inability to meet entrance 

1 Dr. Sam Rodgers, Director of Institutional Research, 
Mountain View College, Dallas, Texas, Telephone conversation, 
March8, 1978. 

2 Glas s and Hodgin, pp. 253-256. 
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requirements of the four-year institutions, rather than a lack of 

£
. l 
1nances. 

The community college attracts students seeking vocational 

training, as well as those seeking transfer er edits and those seeking 

enrichment through community service courses. The open door 

admission policy permits persons with low achieve rn ent scores to 

enroll. Cross states that although opening the door to education is 

a significant accomplishment, it is not enough for students may 

encounter more of the s a me kind of education that failed to serve 

them in the past. She discusses the task of developing an education 

which will serve the needs of 11new students II to hi g h er education. 

She relates that philosophies of who should go to college are changing 

and that the educational experiences in the A1nerican school system 

have differed £or the "new student 11 and the traditional student . 

Her research description of the 11 new student" describes their 

interests, aspirations, attitudes, values, and personality character-

istics as differing from those of more traditional students. She 

categorizes the 11 new students" as those scoring in the lowest third 

1Kathryn Patricia Cross, Accent on Learning (San Fran
cisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1976), pp. 3-20; Monroe, 
p. 185. 
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among national samples of young people taking traditional tests of 

a cademic ability. Most of the "new students" are Caucasians 

w hose fathers work at blue collar jobs. Most of the parents have 

neve r attended college, and the expectation of a college education is 

ne w to the family. These students enter because they recognize 

h i g her education as a way to a better job and a better life, not 

because of a love of learning or a desire to become well educated. 

T wo other groups of people (ethnic minorities and wome n) are new 

t o higher education. However, they do not necessar ily fall into the 

c a tegory used for research descriptions of the previously described 

"new student." These two groups may pres ent new and unique needs 

as students and are als o considered by Cr o s s to b e II new s tu cl en ts . 11 1 

Cross states: 

. there is a New Student to higher education and that 
institutions of higher education are not prepar e d to educate 
him. Traditional education has failed him in the past; 
and unless substantial changes are made, it will fail him 
in the future. 2 

Cross discusses many factors that are important in the education of 

"new students. 11 Most of the "new students" are becoming students 

l 
Cross, Beyond the Open Door, pp. 5-17. 

2
Ibid., p. xii. 
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of methods of failure. The psychology of failure is threatening and 

reinforcing. The fear-of-failure syndrome is influential in determin-

ing aspirations in school. The student may decide that if total sue-

ce s s cannot be achieved, then total failure is the next best choice . 

The students have found that success is as sured as long as they per-

sist with something they know, and they are threatened when they try 

new things. Anothe r area in which "new students" may have diffi-

culty is in critical thinking. This has implications in occupations 

. . h" f 1 · · l requiring t. 1s type o menta activity. Nur sing is one of those 

occupations. 

Cross points out that a nursing student is much more likely 

to associate college study with specific job skills than is a student 

pursuing a general/liberal arts curriculurn. Those females pursuing 

nursing careers score especially high on the Vocational Motivation 

Scales of the Comparative Guidance and Placement Programs (CGP). 

Those students scoring high on the CGP appear quite positively 

attracted to their field of study and present an especially strong pie-

ture of career motivation. Those students are much more likely 

than the average community college student to know what line of work 

1
Ibid. , pp. 18-31. 
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they want to enter and to spend time thinking about their future 

career s. As a group, students enrolled in the health curricula 

are noteworthy for their satisfaction with the ir choice. 1 Reilly 

states that nursing has become a m eans of upvvard mobility for many 

individuals as nursing education opportunities are made available to 

persons pr evious ly unable to participate. Nursing provides the 

opportunity .for career employment. 

2 
ing are varied and complex. 

Motivations for entering nurs -

C ontinuing the discussion of "new stu dents , 11 Cross 

describes an analysis of the ways in which these stud ent s perceive 

their educ ational experience . From this has b een dra\.vn s ome rather 

broad and speculative conclusions: New stud ents are more uncorn-

fortable in the traditional academic setting tha n are the traditional 

students; they are more like ly to fe e l that the academic pace is too 

fast for them; they a r e mor e likely than the traditional students to 

feel n e rvous or shy in the competitive classroom; they are more 

eager for college assistance with proble ms related to academic 

1 
Dorothy E. Reilly, Behavioral Obj e ctives in Nursing : 

Evaluation of Le a r n ing Attainment (New York: Appleton-Century
Crofts, a publishing division of Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1975), p. 19. 

2 
Cross, Beyond the Open Door , p. 83. 
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a chievement; and they are more interested in counseling help with 

I per sonal problems. 

Scott and Holt state that a mature woman who becomes a 

student again may find that campus activities are geared to the 

needs of eighteen year olds. It may be difficult to get the kinds of 

courses needed. The mature woman also may need information, 

advice, financial aid, and assistance in budgeting time in relation 

to bot h family and campus responsibilities . A program was instituted 

which helped guide mature women back to the classroom. Faculty, 

along with an advisory committee, met to discuss academic, social, 

and personal needs of women who planned to return to school. Dis-

cuss ion g roups were provided along with orient ation and counseling 

w hich would omit material directed at eighteen year olds and e rnpha-

size re -entry problems. A lecture series by faculty m embers from 

different disciplines was planned and implemented. Students 

responded enthusiastically to the "returnee 11 program, and there 

were plans to continue the program. It was felt that groups should 

1
Ibid. , p. 83. 
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be instituted on other campuses, each tailored to the local needs 

1 
an d resources . 

A g e Factors 

The community colleg e student may typically f all into one of 

two broad categories: the full-time student who tends to b e younger 

in age, and the part-time student who tends to be older. Sims 

indicates that the evening students at Mountain Vi e w C ollege com-

prise 50 pe r cent of the student body. The average age of t he 

student body is twenty-seven years. 
2 

Rodgers states that the 

medi an a ge of the student body during the fall of 1977 w as 24. 3 

years. 3 Data from the Statistical Abstract of the United States 

based on the population s urvey indicate the follo v1ing : i n 1975, 

4 6. 9 per c ent of the population in the eighteen to nineteen y ear age 

group was enrolled in school ; in the tw enty to tw enty-four y e a r age 

group, 22. 4 per cent; and in the twenty-five to thirty-f our y e ar age 

group, 8. 5 per cent. In all three groups more males than females 

1 
Ru.th Scott and Lillahelle Holt, 11 The New Wage: A College 

Responds to Wom en Returnees , 11 Phi Delta Kappan 58 (D ecember 
197 6): 3 3 8 -3 3 9. 

zs. 1ms. 

3 Rodger s. 
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were enrolled. This data, based on enrollment in all educational 

institutions, also reveal that the percentage of students enrolled in 

school was increasing in the twenty to twenty-four year and the twenty-

five to thirty-four year age groups in the years between 1970 and 

1 
1975. 

Tibbles, in discussing a philosophy for continuing education 

in nursing, state s that at about the age of forty, after the children are 

gr own, females se ek employment . Developmental levels are related 

as concerns in relation to continued learning in nurs ing. The concept 

of 1' andr agogy, 11 based upon four assumptions about adults as 

l earner s, is related. There are differences in the a s sumptions for 

adults as opp os e d to children. These four as s u n1ptions are related 

to s e lf-concept, reservoir of experiences, deve lopmental tasks of 

social roles, and change in time perspective . 2 Pruitt re lates that 

in two community college schools of nursing the age ranges were : 

1 
U.S. Bureau of the C ensus , Statistical Abstr act of the 

Unite d States, School Enrollment by Sex and Age : 1970 to 1975 
(Wa shington, D. C. : U.S. Government Printing Office, U.S. 
Department of Commerce, 1976), p. 120 . 

2 
Lillian Tibbles, 11 Theories of Adult Education: Implica-

tions for D eveloping a Philosophy for C ontinuing Education in Nurs
ing," The Journal of Continuing Education 8 (July -Au g ust 1977): 
2 5-28. 
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t wenty to twenty-nine years, 50. 8 per cent; thirty to thirty-nine year3, 

35 . 3 per cent; and forty to forty-nine years, 13. 9 per cent. 1 

w· ren reports that the associate degree nursing students had an aver-

age of 24. 4 years, which was significantly different from the diploma 

n ursing students with an average of nineteen years and the bacca-

laureate nurs ing students with an average age of 19. 9, years. Older 

s tudents seemed to be attracted to an associate degree program. 

,-

Other characteristics which are typical of the communit y college 

student we re als o characteristic of the stude nt in the associate degree 

. 2 
n ursing progran1 . 

Reilly states that age is a critical variable as the numbers 

of adult l e arners participate in nursing p r ograms, continuing educ a-

tion programs, and in commtmity groups involving the teaching-

learning situations. Diverse rnotivations are pres ent. It may be 

an opportunity for a new career choice or a career chang e. How-

ever, 11 all nursing prograr.os feel the impact of these adult learne rs 

1
susan Pruitt, "Sele cted Crite ria of Graduates from Two 

Associate Degree Nursing Programs 11 (Master 's thes is, Texas 
Woman's University, Denton, Tex as, 1977), p. 30. 

2 George R. Wren, 11Some Characteristics of Freshman 
Students in Baccalaureate, Diploma, and Ass ociate Degree Nursing 
Programs, 11 Nur s ing Research 20 (March-April 1971): 167-172. 
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as the concept of life-long learning becomes accepted in prac

tice. 111 

A Dallas Morning News article includes the following data: 

At least one of e very three students entering college in the fall of 1978 

will be an adult over twenty-five years of age; Census Bureau esti-

mates are that adults over twenty-five years of a ge constitute 34 per 

cent of the total college enrollment for 1975; 12 per cent hi g h e r than 

in 1971; their studies project that the perc ~ntage could rise as :hig h as 

40 per c ent by 1980; the averag e age of s tudents at Empire State 

College in N ew York is thirty-seven years. The article draws the 

c onclusi on tha t establishing hundreds of after-hour s and weekend 

cours es and convenient locations has helped to boost enrolln1ents of 

adults at lar ge public universities. It a lso observes that as the per-

centage of e i g hteen to twenty--.four year olds in the population drops, 

the corresponding rise in the population above that a ge offers a large 

potential market for higher education. 2 

1 
Reilly, p. 20. 

2 "College Campus Welcomes Growing Number of Adults, 11 

The Dallas Morning News , January 8, 1978, S e c. I, p. 20. 
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The preceding data seem to substantiate the theory that the 

a verage age of the community college student is increasing. This 

trend also holds true for the associate degree prograrns of nursing. 

The average age of the community college student is above that of 

those in other institutions of higher education. 

Sex Related Factors 

In the typical community college, males have outnumbered 

females two to one. Among black students, females tend to out·-

number males. In s pecialized prograrns, such as nursing, there is 

a higher ratio of women. 

Cross discusses women a s new students and relates research 

indicating differences between males and f emales. These differences 

can be 0£ signific a nce in the educational setting. She states that as 

education becomes important to females and that as increased atten

tion is given to equal opportunity, the traditional ratio of males to 

females will change. Results of various research in relation to 

males and fen1ales when verbal and quantitative measures are com-

bined indicated that males have slightly better total test scores than 

do females. Traditional tests of academic aptitude usualiy show a 

slight female superiority in verbal abilities, whereas males outscore 
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females on quantitative measures. There seems to be the probability 

t hat these tendencies are acquired from their cultural surroundings. 

Females, however, have higher grade point averages in hig h schoo l 

than do males. 

1 
males . 

Females attach more importance to grades than do 

Females scored higher on fondness for working with ideas 

and abs tracti ons in a var iety of areas such as literatu r e, art, and 

philos ophy. Males scored higher on interest in the or e tic a l problems 

and use of the s cientific method in thinking. There is no d ifference 

between the sexes in flex ibility and toler ance for a mb i g uities and 

uncert a inties. Females t end to r e ly somewhat rnore h eavily on 

financial support from their par e nts, whereas m a l es t end to draw 

more on earning s from past jobs or from summer or part-tirne jobs 

during college. Just over half of f e males will b e content with two 

years of college or less, whereas slightly over half of the males 

aspire to four years of college or more. 
2 

Females tend to have a diminishe d self concept. Classroom 

anxiety is more prominent arnong female students than arnong males. 

l 
Cross, Beyond the Open Door, pp. 133-153. 

2 
Ibid. 
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Females do not enjoy competition as much as do males. School is 

a competitive situation. Interests of males are directed toward 

attaining status in a competitive world, whereas the interests of 

1 
c ollege females conform to the expected passive role. 

Larger percentages of females than of males express inter-

est in helping people in difficulty, raising a family, creating art, 

developing a philosophy of life, and influencing social values. Males 

express more competitive drive by valuing achievements such as 

becoming authorities in their fields, obtaining recognition from peers, 

becoming administratively re·sponsible, and attaining financial and 

business success. College females in the past have been protected 

from competition within traditionally women's fi e lds. Fernales are 

increasingly entering the labor market. Sex roles are changing. 

C . . f £ 1 . . 2 
areer aspirations o en1a es are r1s1ng. 

Wren studied characteristics of freshman students in 

baccalaureate, diploma, and associate degree nursing programs 

(ADN). In relation to the students in the diplon1a and baccalaureate 

programs, the ADN students had a higher average age, had a 

1
Ibid. 

2 
Ibid. 
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significantly higher proportion of married or have-been-married 

students, traveled a shorter distance from their homes to the school 

of their choice, were more apt to support themselves by doing part-

time work while student s in the nursing program, were more apt 

to have fathers and mothers who had less than a high school diploma, 

had a larger proportion who finished in the last quartile of their high 

s choo l graduating class, had significantly lower Scholastic Aptitude 

Test (SA T) scores, had a larger proportion who were lic e nsed 

practical nurses (LPN) or had attended an LPN school, and had 

m ore pr evious expe r ience in the health care field b efore entering 

nursing school. The ADN student chose the present school because 

it was close to home and because of the low cost. They chose nursin g 

as a c areer in order to help people and because they always had 

l 
wanted to be a nurse. This study seemed to be limited to females, 

for no males were mentioned in the r e po r t of the study. These 

characteristics are consistent with the characteristics of the general 

community colle ge student. 

Reilly indicates that there is now more heterogeneity in 

nur sing education which includes st udcnts with limited educational 

1
wren, "Some Characteristics of Freshman Students in 

Baccalaureate, Diploma, and Associate Degree Nursing Programs, 11 

pp. 16 7 - 172 . 
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p r eparation as well as students with all degrees of experience and 

pr evious education. "We further note the demise or lessening of 

the importance of nurses' residence as more students become com-

muters who may be working part-time or have family responsibili

tie s . 111 

A study by Johnson indicated a significant change in the pro-

portion of males recruited into the registered nurse (RN) and the 

lic e nsed practical nurse (LPN) programs. From 1969 to the 1971 

a dmissions the percentage of m a les admitted into the RN program 

increased from 3. 5 per cent to 6 per cent. The nurnber of males 

a dmitt e d into the LPN program increased from 4. 4 per cent to 5. 3 

pe r cent. The percentage of males admitt e d into the associate 

de gre e nur s ing program (ADN) was 7. 2 per cent. Overall there 

was an average of 5. 7 per cent males in the RN and LPN progr a ms. 2 

This indicate s that the percentage of males in the associate degree 

nursing programs is higher than the percentage of males in all nurs

ing programs. 

1
Reilly, p. 20. 

2 walter L. Johnson, "Admissions of M e n and Ethnic 
Minoriti e s to Schools of Nursing, 11 Nursing Outlook 22 (January 
1974): 45-49. 
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Reilly states that there has been a small, but insignificant, 

increase in the number of males in nursing practice. Men experi-

enced in the medical corps are entering health careers such as 

n ursing. Male participation in nursing will probably increase with 

the expanded role of nursing, the greater variety of opportlmities for 

practice , and the wider acceptance of men in our society in this 

1 
role. 

Garvin states that males constitute less than 2 per cent of 

all lic ensed registered nurses. Those males who do enter nursing 

tend to be older and married when entering school. The average age 

of the male students v;as higher than that of the female students. 

The population was from a baccalaureate school of nursing , and the 

purpose of the study was to exarnine values of male nursing students. 2 

The research indicates that there are differ ences between 

males and females which may affect the educational environment. 

There is an indication that more male students are entering nursing 

programs. There is also conflicting statistical information as to the 

1
Reilly, p. 20 

2
Bonnie J. Garvin, "Values of Male Nursing Students, 11 

Nursing Research 25 (September-October 1976): 352-357. 
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numbers of males in nursing programs .. However, the overwhelm-

ing proportion of students in the nursing programs is still female. 

There are still more male than female students in the comnmnity 

c ollege as a whole. 

The Adult Learner 

The community college is challenged not only by the new 

type of student with a lower -than-average ~cademic ability but also 

by the older students enrolling in increasing numbers. Although 

much more re search is needed, certain characteristics of the adult 

learner and learning are known. The adult students in the com-

munity college are very much a part of the cornmunity. The 

students may be married and have family re sponsibilities. A high 

percentage work full-time or part-time. They are also m en1b ers of 

and have an established role in the community, within the church, 

neighborhood, civic organizations, clubs, recreational activities, and 

work related organizations. Hence, their inte rests are not primarily 

centered in the college. These responsibilities and interests make 

demands upon the emotions, time, and energy of the student. 

Monroe states that we must adapt teaching methods and 

curriculum to the needs of the older generation of students who wish 
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to be treated as adults and who may require a great deal of under-

standing and patience from the instructor. This is especially true 

in matters such as long reading assignments and objective examina-

tions. Older students require extra time to regain lost reading and 

study skills. 
1 

I-:Iavighurst states that activities of living and growing are 

learning t asks and that the individual learns his way through life. 

The young adult in simple societies has mastered most of the learn-

ing tasks of life, and learning is ahnost over. This is not true in 

the modern, changing society where the individual must continually 

learn to adapt to changed conditions. Havighurst states that the tasks 

the individual must learn are the developmental tasks of life which 

may be located at the ages of special sensitivity for learning them. 2 

He defines a developmental task as 

. a task which arises at or about a certain period in 
the life of the individual, successful achievement of which 
leads to his happiness and to success with later tasks, 

1 
Monroe, p. 187. 

2
Robert J. Havighurst, Developmental Tasks and 

Education, 3d ed. (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1974), 
pp. 1-7. 
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while failure leads to unhappiness in the individual, dis
approval by the society, and difficulty with later tasks. 1 

Havighurst describes the developmental tasks of middle 

age. During these years, women may enter or return to the labor 

f orce. Men may make middle years job or career changes. These 

n1ay necessitate provision for education, eithe r as retraining or as 

t r aining for a new career. Middle-aged adults may be seeking new 

l e isure tirne activities which would be a source of interest and 

pleasure during the years to come. Important, as far as education 

is concerned, is the task of de veloping new interests and activities 

appropriate to biological and psychological capabilities. 2 

Tibbles discusses the adult female in relation to the theory 

of changing roles and developmental levels, which has previously been 

described. There are changing patterns of interest and significance . 

The social role changes and developmental levels establish a chang-

ing readiness to learn. This readiness .facilitates learning. She 

states that learning for the adult should be seli directive and problem 

and experience centered. She suggests that effective methods and 

techniques include self-directed inquiry, independent discoveries , 

1Ibid. , p. 2. 

2Ibid., pp. 95-106. 
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and relationships of concepts. Learning is facilitated when new 

content is recognized by the learner as being different from know-

ledge he now has. Provision of learning experiences with oppor-

t un ity to examine differences, make comparisons, and study new 

relationships is indicated. Effective learning experiences for adults 

are small group di~cussion and task accomplishment in small groups. 
1 

There have been beliefs and assumptions in the past that 

d e creased learning ability occurs with incr~ased age. Okm1 reviews 

various laboratory experimental research studies. These studies 

included adults of all ages, with the older adult (approximately si,~ty 

years and older) considered to be the thrust of the study . The find-

ings of the research on adult learning are discussed, and the results 

of the research in relation to instructional implications for the older 

adult are outlined . He states that laboratory researchers arc only 

beginning to investigate variables which may be related to the 

instructional process . The research studies revealed differences 

in learning in the older adult in each of the following variables: rate 

of presentation of information, organization of information, mode of 

presentation of information , covert strategies, meaningfulness of 

1
Tibbles, pp. 25-29 . 
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material, degree of learning, introduction of new material, transfer 

effects, feedback effects, and climate. Re search experimental 

t a sks indicated that a group of adults made significantly fewer errors 

and took longer to respond than did a younger group. This may 

r einforce the contention that older adults are more careful and 

deliberate and perform better than do young adults on tasks which 

de -emphasize constraints of time and memory processes. 
1 

The 

ages of cornmunity college students extend on a continuurn from late 

teens to late adulthood. Research studies which include variables 

r e lat e d to this age span may have implications for instruction of adult 

students. 

Tomaino discusses the implications of teaching styles, 

whether college stud ents are taught in an adult climate or a child-

focused milieu, and whether learning is being linked to reality or is 

an exercise unrelated to the student's world. The principal differ-

ences between adult and child learners is discussed in relation to 

differences in seJi-concept, amount of experience, readiness to learn, 

and time perspectives. Adults view themselves as more 

I 
Morris A. Okun, 11Implications of Geropsychological 

Research for the Instruction of Older Adults, 11 Adult Education 27 
(Spring 1977): 139-155. 
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self-directing and able to manage their own learning. Adult 

students can assist in their own planning. They enter educational 

activity with a greater reservoir of experience from which to draw 

ideas, and they are less dependent upon experts and textbooks. The 

teacher can place greater emphasis with adults on experirnental learn-

ing techniques. The developmental level and tasks of the adult differ 

from that of the child. Adults are more likely to respond to learning 

as 11new 11 actions with problen1-solving features, whereas children 

1 
accumulate in.forrnation for further use. 

:Hechinger discusses the adult student and the trend toward 

continuing education or life-long learning. Educators have consid-

ered school and college in terms of established, fixed ages and 

stages. Part-time study, which has not been accepted in many insti-

tutions, limits attendance of great numbers of persons. Within the 

past few years, however, attitudes and assumptions have begun to 

change. Continuing education is now viewed favorably as an answer 

to the prospects of declining college enrollments. Economic pres-

sures are persuasive. Increasing numbers of people who are 

1 
Louis Tomaino, 11 0n Teaching College Students as 

Adults, 11 Improving College and University Teaching 25 {Winter 
1977): 13-15. 
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middle aged and older will seek new interests and skills. Women, 

in particular, are turning from homemaking to careers, either by 

retraining for previously held careers or by establishing new ones. 

Adults and part·-time students are seen by some as a "new maj oriti' 

with whom learning may be considered as a life-long activity. Part-

time students ought to be the rule rather than the exception. Rela-

tively few institutions have made any substantial commitn1ent to the 

education of adults. Profes sions such as medicine, law, teaching, 

and sciences find a need for a continuing education to update knowledge 

of new developments. Some · adults are seeking to explore new direc-

tions or fill in the gaps of previous education. The continuing 

e ducation movement runs counter to the notion of degrees and creden

tials previously dominating higher education. 1 Hechinge r describes 

inherent dangers in the continuing education movement which would 

affect the quality of education. One such danger is that adult 

students are regarded as filling temporary vacancies of younger 

students , and they are expected to adjust to the status quo rather than 

expecting new dimensions for learning to be developed and provided 

for them. He states that the capacity of colleges and universities to 

1
Fred M. Hechinger, 11 Education 's 1New Majority, 1 11 

Saturday Review 2 {September 2 0, 197 5): 14-18. 
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grasp the needs of the older student consistently and to respond to 

them will reg uire flexibility. Adults of all ages can make higher 

d . . h. d l e ucation once again a growt 1n ustry. 

Bishop and Van Dyk examined institutional and individual 

d e terminants of adult participation in higher education. They con-

s ider adult students as those of twenty-five years and older. Age, 

sex, number of children, income, and occupation played roles in pre-

dieting adult att endance in degree-credit college enrollment. The 

likelihood of a male 1s attending college was tripled if he were a 

Vietnam veteran. Lowering tuition increased the college attendance 

rates of adults, as did the establishment of a new two-year college 

in an area previously without one. Enrollment growth due to cultural 

changes , such as the lifelong learning movement and the women I s 

movements, may continue. However, the authors feel that the adult 

enrollrnent growth rates are not likely to continue. They feel that 

there is little public policy that can further stimulate the growth of 

adult enrollment, except for the lowering of tuition. This is despite 
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the fact that the adult student usually has an income that is relatively 

large 1n comparison t .o tuition. 1 

DeMott indicates that adults can improve themselves by 

enrolling in a course or program in one of three ways: by adding a 

skill, preparing for a new career, or broadening and increasing inter-

ests. The newer clientele for educational services differ frorn the 

rnore traditional groups. They have their own ways of inhabiting the 

classroom, laboratories, and libraries. Inner changes which are 

undergone and relationships which are formed have n1eanings and con-

sequences which differ in adults from those common arnong younger 

people. In planning to meet the needs of adult education, it is essen-

tial that there be a clear understanding about the nature of the relation-

ship between intermittent study and hun1an self-development. It is 

also essential that there is a workable theory of the place and purpose 

of continuing education in the whole life of the community. DeMott 

feels that references to the subjective worlds of students themselves, 

the human, personal consequences of such endeavor , are necessary 

to frame an intelligent philosophy of mature-life study. These 

1
Jolm Bishop and Jane Van Dyk, "Can Adults Be Hooked on 

College? 11 Journal of Higher Education 48 (January-February 1977): 
3 9-58. 
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consequences can be grouped in two categories, one related to the 

self and the other to the community. He feels that lifelong learning 

cries out for a philosophy that is adequate to meet the ele1nents of 

uniquenes s and potential social force. 
1 

Gould states that the Commission on Non-Traditional Study 

has sought info rmation concerning the number of students at different 

age levels and s t ages of e ducational development as we ll as frorn 

different social groups. One inte r est is a knowledge of pr eference s 

for non-traditional to t raditional options. Even though the availab le 

information has increased, the answers to questions are not readily 

availab l e . On e finding is that adults t end to pr efer traditional pro -

grams when the y return to the academic wo r ld bec ause they re rne1nber 

2 
them fron1 earlier experience and are more cornfortable with them. 

Education is no longe r considered a 11 once in a life time 11 

event. Rather, it is an on-going process for a life time . Adults 

are r es ponding 1n e ver greater nu1nbers. Colleges and univer s ities 

1
B enjamin DeMott, 11 ' Adult Ed 1 --The Ultima te Goal, 11 

Saturday Revi e w 2 {September 20, 1975): 27-29. 

2
Samuel Gould, Diversity by D es i&n (S an Francisco: 

Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1973), p. 31. 
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have the responsibility to acknowledge and respond to the adult 

student in a manner appropriate to meet their needs . 

Curriculum Development 

Curriculurn developments reflect the educational philosophy 

of the times. The curriculum is the means by whi c h the objectives 

and functions of the institution are organized into learning experiences. 

Authors agree that l earning does not all take place within the institu

tion, nor does a college e ducation constitute the entire body of know

ledge, habits, attitudes, and values acquired by the individual. 

Monroe says that ther e are thr ee guiding principles that 

seem appropriate for building a good comrnunity college curriculum. 

He cites comprehensiveness, relevance, and teachability. A com-

prehensive curriculum offers a range of learning experiences that is 

wide enough and varied enough so that the personal need and abilities 

of all students who attend the community college may be fully served. 

Relevance pertains to the meaningfulness of the curriculum. Rele-

vance for the student varies. Teachability means reasonableness or 

practicality, app]ica.tion of common sense and sound principles of 
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educational psychology to create subject material which the student 

I 
can comprehend and learn to use. 

Conley traces the development of curriculum trends from 

the past to the p resent. During the past two decades, with the rise 

of scientific psychology and realistic philosophy, the informational 

and practical aspe c t s of e ducation began. The psychology of individ-

ual differences an d educational programs directed attention to 

individualized instruction. Vocational and practical aspects took a 

l eading position along with the general development of character, 

1 
2 

dis cip ine, and knowledge . 

Curriculum beg an to be shaped by the needs of society. It 

was felt that school experiences should b e planned with r e f erence not 

only to g ood l e a r n i ng activities for the individual student , but a lso to 

the s oci a l significance of the problems facing the students. 
3 

In the second half of this century there have been a multi-

tude of technological and scientific innovations. Although there are 

many points of view concerning changing purposes of education among 

1 
Monroe, pp. 47 ... so. 

2 
Virginia C. Conley, Curriculum and Instruction in Nursing 

(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1973), pp. 11-16. 

3Ibid. , p. 13. 
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educators, one fundamental purpose re_mains common to all: the 

education for the young of this country is concerned with the develop

ment of their capacities to enable them to live personally and socially 

satisfying lives. Recently, curriculum appears to be concerned with 

assisting students to acquire certain behaviors that will be useful to 

them in the modern world. Curriculum development is a process of 

selecting and offering learning opportunities likely to assist the 

student in acquiring those behaviors while in school. 
1 

Holtzman states that for generations the purposes of higher 

education, the content of college curricula, and the nature of good 

teaching have been debated. Every student is expected to keep 

essentially the same pace or drop out. Remediation has often been 

a slowing down of the pace rather than any real change from the 

traditional approaches. Traditions and instructional methods that 

have served well in the past are now being questioned. A less rou-

tine and rnore personalized education is needed. Education should 

not only impart knowledge from the past, but also provide for problem 

solving for the future. The number and variety of students to be 

served will be expanded with the increased universality of access to 

1
Ibid. , pp. 11-16. 
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some form of higher education. More students are going on to col-

lege in the belief that a college education will be the key to future 

success in life. Their progress, however, has been hampered by 

the lack of adjustment between traditional instruction and the variety 

of abilities, patterns, motivational dispositions, and cultural prefer-

ences they bring with them. A better match to students 1 needs and 

preferences is needed. A cultural revolution is still taking place. 

Some academic changes endorsed by students are better teaching, 

more relevant courses, abolition of grades and required courses, 

more personal contact with faculty, and rnore outlets for creative 

interests. The next ten years, with a slowing down in growth and a 

l e veling of enrollments will provide opportunity for conditions favor-

1 
able to reform. 

Supporting the concept of matching students I needs and pre-

ferences in educational practice, Cross discusses several possible 

matching strategies. These are described as a "challenge match, 11 

"remedial rnatch, 11 "compensatory match, 11 or "capitalization 

match. The type of match selected would depend on the situation, 

l 
Wayne H. Holtzman, "Education for Creative Problem 

Solving, 11 in Individuality in Learning, ed. Samuel Mes sick and 
Associates (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1976), 
pp. 23-33. 
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the purpose of the instruction, and the _area of strength or need to be 

1 
developed. 

Cross states that the typical American college has three 

c u rricula: what we say we teach, what we do teach, and what 

students learn. This results in a catalogue curriculum, a teaching 

curriculum, and a learning curriculum. These may bear little 

res e mblance to one another in actual practice. The catalogue curri-

culum is well known, but the teaching curriculun1 and learning curri-

culu1n are not. There is knowledge about what happens to students 

as they proceed through colle"ge. Little is known about the conditions 

of learning that are responsible for success or failure. A student-

centered curriculum should make learning rnaximally effective for 

each student, not just for the average student. It provides for 

individual differences in learning. Cross identifies four major 

di1nensions important to learning: rate of learning, life situation, 

learning styles, and goals. Students differ in relation to each one. 

These individual differences became obvious and a serious problem 

for colleges when the open admission policies began in the 1960 1s. 

Cross states that those who attend part-time now constitute the 

1 
Cross, Accent on Learning, pp. 126-127. 
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majority of American college students, which means that the 

l 
majority of students today have other responsibilities. 

As is DeMott, Cross is concerned that with their eagerness 

t o attract older students, institutions be responsible in offering 

e ducation with a form and content that is maximally useful to 

students and to society. In relation to l earning styles and goals, 

Cross indicates less progress has been made than in knowledge of the 

rate of learning and life situation of the student. She relates that we 

must face the reality that students do not grasp the significance of the 

catalog ue stateme nts of educational goals or incorporate them. One 

of the most important of all educational goals is the ability to make 

sound v a lue judgn1ents. The ability to solve academic problems 

bears little or no relationship to the ability to solve real-.world prob-

lems. She suggests that students should practice thinking about real 

2 proble ms. 

An open door admission policy is not enough. Cross states : 

'' There are signs, especially in community colleges, that the 

1K. Patricia Cross, "Learner-Centered Curricula, 11 in 
Learner-Centered Curriculum: Current Issues in Higher Education, 
ed. Dyckman W. Vermilye (San Francisco : Jossey-Bass, Inc., 
Publishers, 1974), pp. 54-65. 

2
Ibid. 
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curriculum is being reshaped to fit the _needs of the New 

1 
Students. " Cross further states: 111£ history repeats its elf, and it 

surely will, college curricula will slowly respond to the changing 

nee ds of the nation. There will be no revolution ; it will look more 

like continuing evolution. 112 

.Learning Theories 

Bigge discusses learning theories ~eflected in school prac-

tic e. Three major c lassifications are: (1) the mental discipline 

theories of the mind s ub s tance family, (2) the stimulus-response 

conditioning theories of the behavioristic family, and (3) the cogni-

tive the o r y of the G e stalt-fie ld family. Thos e in us e today are pri-

marily the stimulus -response and the Gestalt - field theories. 3 

Cross states: 11 Behavio rists stress the application of scien-

tific principles to improve teacbing-learning process, whereas 

humanists emphasize the need for personal attention and human 

1 
Cross, Accent on L earning, p. 20. 

2 Reilly, p. 21. 

3Morris L. Bigge, L earning Theories for Teachers, 3d ed. 
(New York: Harper and Row, Publisher s, 1976), pp. 3-12. 
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1 
warmth. 11 At the present time the behaviorists are dominating 

the educational scene. 

Reilly states that numerous theories of learning are based 

on various assumptions about man, the nature of knowledge, and the 

process by which one learns. Teaching activity would be purpose -

less and obscure unless a teacher operates within the framework of a 

theory of learning, whether or not it is verbalized . This theor y is 

reflected in the approaches to teaching and the expectations of the 

l e arner and teacher. She states that various classifications of learn-

ing theorists exis t, but they may be generally identified as associa-

tionists , conditionists, behaviorists, cognitive field theorists , and 

phenom e nological theorists. The two most widely divers e concepts 

of man are the b e havioristic and phenornenolog ic a l, and these two 

form a basis for the two prominent theories currently favo re d in e du

cational practice . 2 

Much literature and research is available on the conc e pt of 

learning the or ie s. Familiar learning theories are employing rein-

forcement, transfer, extinction, knowledge of results , praise and 

1 
Cross, Accent on Learning, p. 49. 

2Reilly, p. 21. 
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reproof, and shaping. These concepts are utilized throughout the 

various teaching-learning strategies. 

Some things are known about how people learn, and these 

things do have implications for teaching. There is disagreement 

about which p articular theory of learning is best. Things are known 

about how behavior is affected by reinforcement, how people process 

and remember information, the relationship of question asking to 

learning, and how people learn through a ctive involvement in srnall 

groups. Teaching strategies are available to implement these 

theories . 
1 

Teaching Strategies 

Most people would a g ree that the goal of education is to pro-

duce educated persons. In the matter of which method, strategy, 

learning the ory or systern to use, ther e is less agreement. To rneet 

the changing demands for education, new educational systems and 

strategies have been developed. Effective teaching employs various 

l earning activities , instructional systems , and strategies based upon 

various learning theories . The teacher n1ay want to choose a strategy 

that best fits the goals of the course or lesson. 

1 James R. Davis, Teaching Strategi es for the Colle ge Class-
room (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press , Inc ., 1976), p. iv. 
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Mastery learning is a concept of significance to the com-

munity college student. Block states that "mastery learning 

approaches assume that virtually all students can master a great 

de al of what they are taught in school. 11 Certain conditions are 

necessary to accomplish this, such as help for students when and 

where they have learning difficulties, sufficient time being given to 

achieve mastery, and establishn1ent of a clear criterion of what con-

stitutes mastery . Block further states that 

. mastery approaches are designed for use in the 
typical classroom Gituation; the y can be implemented in 
a group based, teacher-paced forn1at; and they rely pri
marily on human beings, rather than on technological 
devices, for their success. 1 

Davis supports this concept. He feels that the emphasis in mastery 

l earning is on a very thorough and systematic approach to evaluation. 

Specific criteria are established and students are evaluated solely 

with reference to the criteria. 2 

There is no lack of literature and research in the area of 

instructional strategies and systems. Unfortunately, most of the stud-

ies indicate no significant differences, regardless of which method is 

1 
James H. Block, "Individualized Instruction: A Mastery 

L e arning Perspective, 11 Educational Leadership_ 34 (February 
1977): 337. 

2D . a vis, pp. 31-33. 
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used. It has been found, however, that certain methods and strate-

gies are more effective for certain purposes than are others. Davis 

indicates that lecturing can be an effective means of communicating 

information, but other methods are more important in achieving 

higher cognitive and attitudinal objectives. Lecturing can be used 

effectively for its motivational value. Discussions prove helpful in 

achieving certain objectives but may vary in effectiveness according 

to the manner in which the discussion is conducted. Laboratory 

me'thods are h elpful in developing problern-s olving abilities, if that is 

the intention. Independent study seems to increase motivation but 

may be less effective in bringing about other desir able educational out-

con1.es. Automated techniques vary in their effectiveness according 

to the quality of the materials used and the objectives pursued. 

Strategies are discussed with consideration given to the fact that dif

ferent methods seem to be effective for different objectives. 1 

Gould, in a discussion of technology, states that technology 

is a response to a perceived need. If technology has not been used to 

increase the options available to students, he feels the fault may 

ID . av1s, pp. 3 -4, ? 5 -3 7. 
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be with the educators I lack of wisdom rather than with the technology 

. 1£ 1 1tse . 

Generally, teaching strategies may be categorized into the 

following groupings: lecture, inquiry or discovery, group processes, 

and individualized instruction. Technologies and systerns have been 

developed to facilitate their use. It is not so much a matter of avail

ability as one of how and when to use them. 

Curriculum has changed and is still in the process of chang

ing to meet the needs of a new type of student. Theories have been 

proposed as to why and how individuals learn. Instructional systerns 

and technology have been developed to provide a vehicle for irnple-

menting educational practices. These have all be en available to 

teachers and students. Brooks, in discus sing improven1ent of teach-

ing and learning, states that 11 Although there is no shortage of learn-

ing theories or attempts to define good teaching and learning, 

important parts of the puzzle are still missing. 112 
There still are 

students who do not learn. 

1 
Samuel B. Gould, pp. 98-99. 

2
Mindy Brooks, 

NETCHE Newsletter 11 
"Cognitive Styles Impact Education, 11 

{Novemb er 1977): 1. 
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Cognitive Style 

It is evident from res ear ch tha t the advent of the com1nunity 

college has had far reaching effects upon educational indstruction and 

that it has introduced higher education of a different kind of student, 

one with a wide variety of abilities, interests, and backgrounds. Di£-

ferences that distinguish one individual from another affe ct the basis of 

the student's receptivity to learning. Mental activity is not directly 

observable as overt b ehavior. Neverthe less, individuals are influ-

enced by conscious, covert mental p rocesses . Cognitive psychologists 

have just begun to study this ·area. Cross states that although res earch 

has been g oing on in this area for twenty-five years, there has been 

little application to the educational process. Innovative methods and 

strategies hav e b ee n developed, but their effectiveness has be e n ques

tioned. Which methods work for which students is not b e ing explored. 
1 

For the past d ecade the value of individualized instruction 

has been emphasized. Numerous systerns and a multitude of mater-

ials have been developed. However, it is evident that individualized 

instruction is not the answer to all of the cha llenges of educating 

students. Programmed instruction offered promise of r e ducing 

1 
Cross, Accent on Learning, p. 112. 
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student failure. Hardware was developed enabling students to use 

various sensory involvement in materials. Still some students were 

unsuccessful. Bloom's "mastery learning theory'' was not the 

a nswer for all students either . 

What, then, was the discrepancy between theory and 
practice? Perhaps the unanswered question was : HOW 
CAN WE DETERM[NE WHICH OF THE STRATEGIES, 
TIME FRAMES AND TEACHING ENVIRONMENTS WILL 
BE EFFECTIVE FOR EACH STUDENT? Until the above 
question was answered, the object of Ap-ierican Education 
to provide ever y person an equal opportunity to receive 
an education of high quality could not be realized. 1 

Davis states that data demonstrate that there is no meas ur-

able difference among truly distinctive teaching methods of college 

instruction when evaluated by stude nt performance on final examina-

2 
tions. Educators have long recognized that teaching is more 

effective when individual differences in students' prior knowledge and 

l eve l of developrnent are taken into account. But they are only begin-

ning to recognize that differences in style of learning and thinking also 

require the attention of educators and researchers. Concern about 

differences in prior learning, achievement, and level of social and 

cognitive developm ent is not enough. If an effective basis for 

1 
Mountain View College, Workbook, p. 1. 

2 D . 3 avis, p. . 
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individualized education is to be found, there must be movement 

beyond providing for differences in content and level of learning to 

adapting to the differences in the process of cognitive and creative 

thinking. "The basic issues are whether and how to rnatch educa-

tional treatments to individuals and who should decide arnong the 

alternatives. 111 

Cross indicates that we do not know enough about individual 

l e arning styles to prescribe strategies maxirnizing learning for a 

given person. Comrnunity colleges, especially, have found that 

pluralistic routes such as l e cture, discussion groups, learning labora-

tories, media pres entations, peer tutoring, and project learning are 

necessary to d eal effectively with the divers ity of student learning 

styles . It is clear that we need to give more attention to offering 

pluralistic alternatives in rnaterials and methods of instruction. 

Practical application of reinforcement theory is possible now in the 

form of s eli instructional modular units. Students can control t he 

rate at which material can be assimilated through self-paced models. 

It now seems evident that we are not going to impr ove instruction by 

finding the method or methods that are good for all people. It has 

1samuel Messick and Associates, Individuality in Learning_ 
(San Franci s co: Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1976), p. vii. 
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been found that for the 11 average 11 student it n1akes little difference 

1 
how we teach . 

. ~ognitive Style Mapping (CSM) 

In the 1950 1 s, D. Joseph Hill and his associates at Wayne 

State Univer sity placed education as an applied science within a 

framework of "The Educational Sciences. 11 This attempted to provide 

a conceptual framework and scientific lang1.:-age for the applied field 

of education that would approach that pr e cision foi..md in other fields . 

A number of people have created appli ed rnod e ls that pur •N 
port to use the concept of learning styles. The "cogni
tive m apping" techniques devised by Dr. Joseph Hill , a 
community college president, is familiar to sorne practi
tioners . 3 

Cognitive Style Mapping (C. S. M.) i s a part of "The Edu-

cational Sciences. 11 The premise is accepted that no two students 

2 

seek meani ng in exactly the same manner. The Co gnitive Style Map 

of each student provides a picture of the vari ous way s in which the 

individual perceives his environment and total surroundings, how he 

seeks meaning, and how he becom es informed. 

1 
Cross, Beyond the Open Door, pp. 54-65. 

2 
Mountain Vi ew College, Workbook, p. 1. 

3 Cross, Accent on Learning, p. 113. 
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Does the student learn theoretical _matter by listening 
or reading, through visual or auditory material, by touch-
ing or even smelling the matter being studied? Does 
the learner work most effectively in a highly structured 
setting, in a peer group, or in an environment where he/ 
she may work alone and establish an independent rate? 
Does the student reason and reach conclusions by deal
ing with rules, recognizing similarities, identifying dif
ferences, or c on1bining all three approaches? 1 

Cognitive Style rnay be described as an individual's unique 

mode of b ehavior as he searches for meaning. As a concept, C. S. M. 

does not deal with level 0£ achievement or a c ademic abilities of the 

2 
student . It is rec ognized that persons have characteristic 

"styles" for collecting and organizing information into useful knowl-

edge and that people have characteristic ways of using their :minds. 

Psychologists label these mental characteristics "co gnitive s tyles, 11 

and t heir importance to education is fundam ental and pervasive. 
3 

Cross distinguishes b e tw een "cognitive styles , 11 "learning 

styles, 11 and II cognitive 1naps. 11 

Usually the t erm cognitive style is reserved for those 
dimensions that have their roots in the study of cognitive 
functioning in experimental research. Most people using 
other schemes for arriving at dime nsions of difference 

1
Mountain View College, Workbook, p. 3. 

2
Ibid. 

3 
Cross, Accent on Learning, p. 12. 
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refer to "learning styles," "cognitive maps," 11 1e1rn
ing modalities, 11 and other variations on the theme. 

Cognitive styles, as considered in this study, are the result 

of an applied, .functional method for arriving at dimensions of differ

ence in how and where learning takes place most effectively for each 

student. It is the way in which an individual reasons, seeks n1 eaning, 

and becomes inform e d. A pro.file of the student's pref erre d learning 

style can b e obtained by use of a Modified ~11 Model Cognitive Style 

Inventory. The instructor and the student can then select the most 

effective materials and the setting for learning that is most a ppropri-

ate for that student. It b econ1es more nearly possible to match 

teaching styles and instructional s trategies with the pr efe rred learning 

styles of t h e student. P a tterns may also be established for student 

grouping to reflect the similarities of the students I preferred learning 

styles in order to d e termine which conceptual approach or teaching 

style is most appropriate for each group. The need for C. S. M. is 

most critical for those who have had previous unsatisfactory learning 

settings. Various appropriate methods exist for mapping students. 
2 

1 
Ibid. , p. 113 . . 

2 M · v· C 11 W kb k 3 ounta1n 1ew o ege, or oo , p. . 
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A factor analysis was conducted to identify and delineate 

those factors present within the area of measurement of Hill's 

"Cognitive Style Inventory1 1 by Clark and Sheriff. The conceptual 

framew o r k of the Educational Sciences has potential practical applica-

tion for the classroom teacher, but the data suggested inherent prob-

lems with the instrument designed to assess Educational Cognitive 

Style. "Theor etically, if the Cognitive Style Inventory were factor-

ally 'pure, 1 it would measure 27 discrete attributes resulting in 27 

l 
factors." Actually, however, the first factor contained 15 of the 

27 attributes and accounted for 59. 20 per cent of the conuDon var i a nce. 

The succeeding four factors shared the rem aining 4 0. 80 p e r cent of 

the common variance. Within this framework, several attributes 

loaded significantly on more than one factor. B ec ause of the failure 

of the instrument to measure discrete attributes, the description and 

diagno s tic features of the instrument are questionable. Until other 

empirical data are obtained that contradict the results of this study, 

it can be concluded that the Cognitive Style Inventory does not lend 

1
F rancis E. Clark and Dennis E. Sheriff, 11 Hil1 1 s Co gnitive 

Style Inventory in Retrospect, 11 Paper pres ente d at Mountain View 
College, Conference on Cognitive Style, Dallas, T exas, 5-8 February 
1978. 
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empirical evidence to support the theoretical structure of the 

instrument as proposed by Hill. 1 

In a series of articles relating cognitive style to nursing, 

Lange discusses the theoretical symbols of the Cognitive Style .Map 

and the potential us es in nursing education. In agreement with other 

authors , she feels that learning is made easier or more difficult for 

the student by c ertain styles of m e diated instruction. The closeness 

of the match between the stud ent's preferred learning style and the 

style of presentation of material will d e termine the ease of learning. 
2 

Lange describes the theoretical symbols of the Cognitive 

Style Map and states that they provide a scient ific l anguage to d es cribe 

what happens in the process of learning. Essentially the s ame syn1-

bols and associated meanings are used as those included in the 

appendix of this study. Four main methods of arriving at decisions 

are discussed with the symbol 11 D 11 representing difference, 11R" 

r epre senting relationship , 11 M 11 representing n1agnitude inference 

m o dality, and "L" representing appraisal. She points out the 

implications for use in nursing in learning the nursing process or 

1
Ibid. 

2 
Crystal M. Lange, "Media and Learning Styles, 11 p. 672. 
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problem solving in clinical situations. Nursing process requires 

appraisal approach, which is represented by the 11 L" symbol. She 

feels that those who use non-appraisal approaches to decision n1aking 

may have difficulties. Three means of determining cognitive style 

are indicated: cognitive style map, observational rating scale, and a 

card sort approach wherein the individual rates hirnself or herself 

1 
on a variety of items. 

A third article by Lange discusses practical application of 

knowledge of the cognitive style of the individual in the selec tion 

and / or production of mediated instructional materials. She states : 

In planning a ctivities for a specified l earning task, the 
teacher mus t take into account not only individual learn
ing styles, but also the nature of the learning task, the 
potential effect of a particular medium for achieving each 
objective, availability of specific materials, and cost 
effectiveness . 2 

She discuss es how a specific learning objective can be carried out in 

3 relation to cognitive style knowledge . 

1 Crystal M. Lange, "Determining Cognitive Styles, 11 

p. 734. 

2 
Crystal M. Lange, 

Nursing Outlook 25 (January 
"Matching M edia to L earning Styles, 11 

1977): 18. 

3 
Ibid. 
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Dunn, Dunn, and Price state that public concern today has 

increased pressures for educational accountability. Law suits con-

t end that educational institutions have the obligation to diagnose and 

tre at learning problems so that the graduate is in fact able to meet 

t h e e s t ab lis hed criteria. Legislatures and courts, seeking to 

enforce accountability, are appraising and testing available diagnostic 

t ools that are available. An important factor related to academic 

achi e v e m e nt is how a student learns. Complementary instructional 

m e thodology and/ or teaching styles are needed to accommodate v a ried 

l earning styles. Studies indicate that acad e mic achievem ent and 

r e t e ntion are increas e d when students can study in ways h a rrnonious 

with the identified preferred learning styles. The Learning Style 

Inventory (LSI) was the diagnostic tool selected and utilized for the 

study. It was discovered that students preferred to learn through 

various modes. It is felt that prescriptions based on individual diag-

nosis would verify that teachers are assisting students. Such 

m ethods increase the probability that students will learn, decrease 

educational malpractice suits, and help insure that instructional 

1 
needs are met by teachers rather than by attorneys. 

1 
Rita Dunn, K e nneth Dunn, and Gary E. Price, 11 Diagnos -

ing Learning Styles: A Prescription for Avoiding Malpractice Suits, 11 

Phi Delta Kappan 58 (January 1977): 418-420. 
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Dimensions and Models 

Messick, in discussing characteristic modes of mental 

functioning, states: 

Each individual has preferred ways of organizing 
all that he sees and ren1embers and thinks about. Con
sistent individual differences in these ways cf organiz-
ing and proce ssing information and experience have come 
to be called cognitive styles. These styles represent 
consistencies in the manner or form of cognition, as dis
tinct from the content cognition or the level of skill dis
played in the cognitive performance. ,They are 
conceptualized as stable attitudes, preferenc es or habitual 
strategies determining a person's typical modes of per
ceiving, re1nembering, thinking, and problem solving. 
As such, their influence ex tends to almost all hmnan 
activities that implicate cognition, including social and 
interpersonal functioning. 

An example might help clarify the nature of these 
stylistic dimensions and their pervasive involvement in 
learning, thinking, and social inter action. One of the 
most widely studied of these styles, field independence 
versus field dependence, refers to a consist en t n1ode 
of approaching the environment in analytical, as opposed 
to global terms. Field independent (or analytical) 
individuals have more facility with tasks requiring differ
entiation and analysis, whether in identifying more easily 
the presence of logical errors, or in understanding more 
quickly the point of a joke, and this analytical penchant 
leads as well to a high degree of differentiation of the 
self from its context. Field dependent {or global) 
individuals, on the other hand, tend to identify with a group, 
exhibiting a social orientation in which they are more 
perceptive and sensitive to social characteristics such 
as names and faces than are field independent persons : 
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but they are also more susceptible to external influence 
and more markedly affected by isolation from other 
people . 1 

Nelson describes cognitive style models that address differ-

ent aspects of information processing. The n10dels share ass ump-

tions about the differences between cogni tive style and a bilities. 

Abilities are measured as maximum levels of pe rfo rmance, irnply a 

value, and are unipolar in distribution. Cognitive style is value 

free and bipolar i n distribution. The middle of an ability distribution 

is " normal" or " average " whereas the c enter of a cognitive style 

distribution is neutral. Abilities have to do with quantitative differ-

entiation of p erforrnance, whereas cognitive styles are n 1ore con

c erned with qualitative differences. 
2 

Messick describes some twenty cognitive style dirncnsions,. 

3 
of which field independence versus fi e ld dependenc e is one. The 

Field Independence-Dependence model, or dim. e nsion, develop e d by 

Herman Witkin and previously describ ed , has taken minimal steps 

1 
M ess ick, pp. 4-5. 

2 
Karen H . N e lson, "Contemporary Mod e ls of Co gnitive 

Style: An Introduction, 11 Pape r pres ent e d at the Convention of the 
Am er ic a n College Personnel Association, 3 March 1975, pp . 3-4. 

3 Messick, pp. 14-22. 
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toward implementation in educational s_ett ings. It offers a theoreti-

cal distinction between field independence and field dependence, and 

analytical as opposed to global perception. Several instruments are 

available which differentiate style, and others which measure per-

formance on these ta s ks; the results are highly correlated. There 

are generalizations based on the use of these instruments relating to 

l 
sex, personality, careers, courses, and test performance. 

A second m odel of cognitive style which has b een explored 111. 

educational settings is the Reflection-Impulsivity mode developed by 

Jerome Kagan. The aspect ·of information-processing addressed is 

cone e ptual tempo. Nels on states: 

Conceptual tempo is defined only by those situations 
in which one rnust consider several alternatives sirnultane-
ously while under time pressure. The reflective 
individual looks at the sample, examines each of the 
alternatives, and selects the perfect match. The impul
sive individual n10re often glanc es at the sarnple, scans 
the alternatives, and selects an almost-right answer. 
He fails to consider each of the alternatives before mak -
. d . . 2 1ng a ec1s 1011. 

A third cognitive style model was developed by Jam e s 

McKenney. The McKenney Model adds still newer perspectives on 

l 
Nelson, "Contemporary Models of Cognitive Style, 11 

pp. 4-5. 

2 
Ibid., p. 6. 
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differentiation and methodology. There are three methods of 

measurement: timed tests, behavioral checklists, and problem 

1 . l 
so ving. In discussing the McKenney Model, Nelson states: 

The basic premise of the McKenney Model is that 
in response to the huge quantities of data imposed on peo
ple, each individual selects and uses only part of that 
information. This cognitive style model employs 2 dimen
sions: information gathering and inforn1ation evaluation-
to describe the information-processing styles of individ
uals. The model depicts the dimensions and the labels 
at each pole. 

Individuals are described by their preferred 1node on 
each dimension. Four categories emerge: 

Intuitive Preceptive Systematic Preceptive 
Intuitive Receptive Systematic Receptive 

No individual has only preceptive skills with no recep
tive skills or is purely intuitive with no systematic abili
ti e s. At least no one has so far been located. Most 
people can be described in terms of a cognitive operating 
space. 2 

Educational Implications 

Nelson states that teaching and learning are affected by cog-

nitive style in three ways: (1) There may be communication 

1 
Ibid. , p. 8. 

2 Karen H. Nelson, 11Introduction of an Information
Processing Model of Cognitive Style, 11 Paper by I-<:aren H. 
Nelson, 1974, a handout, Mountain View College, Conference on Cog
nitive Style, Dallas, Texas, 5-8 February 1978, p. 1. 
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problems involving an instructor and one or more students having 

incompatible styles; (2) A teacher sensitive to cognitive style may 

use aids and options to meet different style needs of the students; 

1 
and (3) Cognitive style may have an effect on career selection. 

A number of studies contribute to an ur1derstanding of cog-

nitive styles and the implications which these hold for education . 

These have come largely, in the past, from psychological research 

of cognitive styles, rather than from research of student's preferred 

l earning styles and Cognitive Style Mapping. 

Early work on field dependence-·independence focused 

particularly on perceptual and intellectual functioning. 

this, r e search extended to the 11personality 11 domain. 

Following 

Patterns of 

relations identified in this research seemed best accounted for by 

the concept of psychological differentiation. Witkin and Goodenough 

reviewed and identified the specific ways in which more differentiated 

and less differentiated functioning are likely to manifest themselves 

in interpersonal behavior. The research literature suggests that 

11 these manifestations are linked to the use of a field-independent or 

field-dependent cognitive style in ways predicted by the theory of 

1 
Ibid. , pp. 5-6. 
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psychological differentiation. 111 A summarized statement of their 

findings states: 

People with field-dependent or field-independent cog
nitive styles are different in their interpersonal behavior 
in ways predicted by the theory of psychological diiferen
tiation. Field - d ependent people make greater use of 
external social referents, but only when the situation is 
amb iguous and these referents provide information that 
helps to remove the ambiguity; field-independent people 
.function with greater autonomy under such conditions. 
Field - dependent p e ople are more attentive to social cues 
than are field - independent p e ople. Fidd-dependent peo
ple have an interpersonal orientation: They show strong 
interest in . others , prefer to be physic a 11 y cl o s e to people, 
are emotionally open, and gravitate toward social s itua-
tions. F'ield-independent people have an imper sonal 
orientation: They are not very interested in others, show 
both physical and psychological distancing from people, 
and prefer nonsocial situations. Finally, field-dependent 
and field-independent people are different in an array 
of characteristics that make it likely that field--dependent 
people will get along better with others. Altogether, 
field-dependent people have a set of social skills that are 
less evident in field-independent people. On the other 
h and, field-independent people have greater skill in cogni
tive analysis and structuring. This pattern suggests 
that, with regard to level, the field-dependence
independence dimension is bipolar; each of the contrast-
ing cognitive styles has components that are adaptive to 
particular situations, making the dimension value neutral. 2 

1
Herman A. Witkin and Donald R. Goodenough, "Field 

Dependence and Interpersonal Behavior, 11 Psychological Bulletin 
84 (July 1977): 681. 

2
Thid. , p. 66 I. 
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Cross provides some illustrations of how the carefully 

researched concept of cognitive style might be applied to the design 

of educational programs. She has selected for illustration the field 

inde pendence versus field dependence din1ension. 1 

The concept of cognitive style introduce s the notion that the 

subject to be learned and the manner in whi ch it is pr es ented interact 

with abilities to influence learning. Research documentation for the 

social interest and sensitivity of field dependence is subs tant ial and 

. d 2 var1e . 

In a comparison of field dependents and the "new student , 11 

some s in1ilarities were found . Cross hypothesize s that traditional 

e ducation favors the field independent student. The clas s room and 

systern are more geared to the reward of independence, but not often 

balanced by equal rewards for h1terpersonal relationships. In spite 

of the fac t that soc ial situations are often highly effective learning 

experiences, the traditional classroom is not a very social place. 3 

Research supports the evidence that students with a high 

des ire for close, friendly, interpers onal relationships develop 

I 
Cross, Acc ent on Learning, p. 116. 

2
Ibid. , p. 119. 

3
Ibid. , pp. 122-126. 
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problem solving skills better when they are assigned to work on the 

problems in pairs, whereas those with low desire for such relation-

ships achieve better alone. Weak students, with the desire for 

close interrelationships, are likely to pro.fit from peer tutoring. 1 

According to N e l son, implications for education derived as 

a result of studies indicate field depend ents pr efe r people- oriented 

options such as peer tutors, discussion gr oups, and consultation 

with the profess or. Before exploration of options , there tended to 

be no preference expr essed by students by differ ing styles. It is 

sugges t ed that the means whereby f ield dependents l earn best may 

be devalued in mos t educational settings and a.re seen as expr ess ions 

of need for help an d contrary to ind e p endent scho larsbi p. It is also 

suggested that when options are available and seen as valid, field 

dependents simply use different learnin g options. 2 

N e ls on further states that in a study of workshop partici-

pants, fi e ld inde p end ent participants rated ind e pende nt work higher as 

a means of learning than did fi e ld d e p end ents. Field dependents gave 

2 
Karen H. Nelson, "Cognitive Styles and Sex Roles in 

Teaching-Learning Processes, 11 Expanded version of a paper pre
s ented at the Convention of the American Psychological Association, 
San Francisco, California , 26 August 1977. 
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higher ratings to individual conference time and social time. Sys-

tematic participants prefer small lecture, whereas intuitives prefer 

small discussion and question and answer periods. Little is known 

about neutrality on style dimensim.s, and participants were f ound to 

be more oft en confused or undecided than the syste matic or intuitive 

dimension s . Neutrality may be an advantage or a di sadvantage . In 

fi eld d e pendence- independence, neutral students may need more 

s tructure by which to judge the most adaptable style or strategy in a 

I 
g iven situation . 

Nelson the n discusses aspects of providing students with 

cognitive style information. Generally, it is f e lt that the in.forrna-

tion h e lps the student understand past l earning experienc es , past 

successes and f a ilur e s, and assists the student in making a more 

intelligent selection of courses. There are educators who fee l that 

providing the information may narrow options available to the 

stude nt. Stud ents feel that it has be en helpful in understanding past 

problems and directing new efforts. 2 

1 
Ibid. , pp . 1 0 - 11. 

2Ibid., pp. 11-12. 
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Brooks states that in influences on the decision-making 

process itself, role models are an important factor in helping people 

make choices and ar e probably critical to people with field 

d ependence, intuitive, impulsive, and neutral styles. Since there 

is no operational definition of the field dependent learning process, 

students with the four s tyles listed above have probably a lready found 

a model effective for them in the traditiona l e ducational system. 

It has been hypothesized that field dependents learn better from people 

and are le ss sure of how to make and use choices. These field 

dep e ndent stud ents should be ·supported in decision-making processes. 

Further study is needed to es t a blish an operational d efinition. Sorne 

modest research has been done in the area of career correlates of 

styles using the Strong Vocational Inter est Blank and Value Added 

Project Questionnaire. The consequences for the students exploring 

their own styles rnay b e positive or negative or both. The purpose 

of irnplem entation is to assist the students to know therrrn e lves better 

arid make mor e knowledgeable choices about their l earning and work-

ing environments. More compatible teaching approaches to the 

individual style are possible with increased knowledge about how 

students learn. Reports of studies indicate that choice of major and 
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choice of educational/vocational specialty is influenced by cognitive 

1 
style. 

Witkin states that although relatively little research has 

been done, it is nevertheless evident that cognitive style is a potent 

variable in a number of areas, including acadernic choices, vocational 

preferences, and continuing academic development. There has been 

a p e rsistent finding of sex difference in field dependence. Socializa-

tion factors are undoubtedly of some importance in the d e velopment of 

individual differ ences in field dependence versus field independence. 

G e n e tic factors may be implicated to a lesser degree. There is 

e vid ence that relatively field dependent and field independent students 

differ in their conceptualization of occupation and in the ease with 

which t hey make educational and vocational choices. Regardless of 

age, relatively field dependent students have more difficulty in defin

ing their care e r choices. 2 

1
Mindy Brooks, 

NETCHE Newsletter 11 

"Cognitive Style and Career Choice, 11 

(Dec ember 1 9 7 7 /January 197 8 ) : 4 -6 . 

2 
Herman A. Witkin, 11 Cognitive Style in Acade mic Per-

formance and in Teacher-Student Relations," in Individuality in 
Learning_, ed . Samuel Messick and Associates (San I<'rancisco: 
Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1976), pp. 38-57. 
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Student-Teacher Match 

Cognitive styles and the interaction of students and teach-

ers have been studied. Witkin fee l s that a teacher's cognitive styl e 

m ay influence his way of teaching . A student's cognitive style may 

influence his way of learning. A match or mismatch in cognitive 

style between teacher and student may have irnportant consequences 

for the learning process. Other social interactions, such as pati ent-

therapist and interviewer-interviewee , are similar to the t e acher-

d 
. . 1 

s tu ent interaction. It has been demonstrated that relatively field 

dep end e nt teache rs prefer a discussion m e thod of t e aching. The 

relatively field independent teacher may pr efer lectu ring or discovery 

m e thods. 2 

Studi e s have revealed that t e achers and students n1atched 

for cognitive style descr i bed each other in highly positive terms. 

Teachers and students who were rnisn'1atched showed a strong ten denc y 

to describe each other negative ly. Similar findings have been made 

in the patient-therapist relationship. 3 A study done by Lange of the 

1Ibid . , PP· 5 7-72. 

2 Ibid. , PP· 63-72. 

3Ib id . 
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effects on learning of matching the cognitive styles of students and 

instructors in nursing education revealed that matched students d o, 

to a significant degree, perceive their instructor more positively 

than do the non-matched students. 1 

There is evidence suggesting that similar modes of communi-

cations are used by p e rsons of the cognitive style which facilitates 

understanding. .Another modality of communication, hand gestures 

accompanying speech, is found to be different in field inde pendent 

and field d ependent persons. 2 

Constancy of Cognitive Style 

The ass umption of constancy of student learning is trouble-

some, and there is some evidence that cognitive styles rernain 

r ath er stubbornly with people throughout life. A con s i s tent rnatch 

of teaching strategy to student cognitive style could leave the gradu

ate unprepared to cope with non-preferred strategies . An 

achievement that is hoped for in education is flex ibility . 
3 

1 Crystal M. Lange, 11 A Study of the Effects on Learning of 
Matching the Co gnitive Styles of Students and Instructors in Nursing 
Education, " m1published doctoral dissertation, Michigan State Univers
ity, 1972, as abstracted in Dissertation .Abstracts International. 
A. The Humanities and Social Sciences 33 (Mar ch 1973): 4742A-3A. 

2 Witkin, p. 68 . 

3cross, Accent on Learning, pp. 127-128. 
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Ne ls on states that the possibility of c hanging one I s co gni-

tive style has been studied empirically. Results suggest that an 

impulsive child placed in a classroom with a reflective teacher often 

becomes more reflective with time. It suggests that a student may 

1 
d e cr e a s e his response time if he has an im.pulsive teacher. 

Nur s in g Re late d F a ctors 

Ritchie conduc ted a study to determine the Jungian person-

a lity types of sele cte d groups of student and registered nurses, to 

id entify the ir pr e f e rred learning styles, to ascertain the relationship 

between personality type and preferred learning style, and to id entify 

the most productive learning styles for given persona1i t y types. 

P e r s onality types were m e asured by Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

(MB TI). Preferred learning styles were rneasured by Media 

Effectiveness Chart. The study indicated that individuals and 

groups, according to their personality types, prefer to learn in 

specific ways. Disliked methods of learning are also evident . 

Results of the study indicated: (1) there are personality type 

differences between selected student nurses ; (2) the method of 

instruction did have an effect on student's learning; and {3) the 

l 
Nelson, "Contemporary Models of Cognitive Style, 11 p. 7. 
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personality type of the students did affect the method of teaching. 

There were personality type differences between selected successful 

registered nurses; the method of teaching did have an effect on their 

l e arning ; and the per s onality type did affect the method of t e aching. 

In both the student nurse and the registered nurse groups, of the 

personality types where teaching method did matter, c er tain teach-

ing methods are rnore p roductive for each personality type. There 

are differences between the p er sonality types of students and those of 

registered nurses . In the M B TI four pairs of prefer ences are 

indicat e d, r es ulting in sixteen different combinations of persona lity 

types. These are: (1) Extroverted (E)- - Introverted (I); 

(2 ) Sensing (S ) --Intuitive (N); (3) Thinking (T) ---F eelin g (F); 

and (4 ) Judging (J)--Perceptive (P). Stud e nt nurses had a pre-

ference for Extroversion, Sensing, Feeling, and Judging. Regis-

tered nurses indicated equal preference for Introvers ion, S ens ing, 

Thinking, and Judg ing and for Extroversion, Intuition, F ee ling, and 

P e rception. The student nurse with the same Jungian personality 

tYPe as that of the registe red nurse preferred to learn by a different 

style . In general, stud ents ranked lecture as their most desired 

instr uctional method and least desired to learn by methods involving 

only audio rec ordings. Registered nurses also least preferred audio 
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as a method of learning, but readings placed first as the preferred 

method of learning. The study recommended that educational pro-

grams should be structured in such a way as to accomrnodate varying 

p e rsonality and learning styles. 1 

L ange cites implications in relation to cognitive style and 

learning. Cognitive style matching was perc e ived by 70 p er c e nt of 

the faculty t o be a helpful tool in the t eaching- l earning p r oc e ss. 

Contrary to other studies, this r e vealed that students ' co gnitive 

style maps do change , bas e d on findings for s tudents who had two test-

2 
ings. 

S ex Related Factors 

Research in relation to sex and age has been relatively n1ore 

limited, and this has primarily been with reference to the field 

dependence versus field ind ependence dimension . Messick, in dis-

cussing sex differences in creative perforn1ance , indicates that 

1 Harri ette B. Ritchie, 11 Learning Styles Relevant to Identi
fied P ers onality Types of S e l e cted Nursing Students and S e l e cted 
Successful Registered Nurses, 11 unpublished doctoral di sse rtation, 
Nova University, 1975 (ERIC Document R epr oduction Service , 
Computer M i crofilm International Corporation, ED 139 485). 

2 
Lange, "Study of the Effects on L earning. 11 
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cognitive styles may be important as contributors to the creative 

process and as precursors of creative performance. But they are 

only a part of the total picture. Other .factors influencing sex di£-

ferences are environment and motivation. 1 The sexes apparently 

do no t differ in sizable and systematic ways in their cognitive func-

tioning or ability levels, at least not enough to make any practical 

difference educationally. 
2 

Cross states that althoug h females in 

Western culture show small, but persistent, differenc es in the direc-

tion of greater field d ep endence than do males, thes e differences a re 

not universal in non-vVes tern data. This finding supports the 

general conclusion that although ther e may be a genetic component 

to cognitive style, cognitive styles are largely determined through 

. 1· . 3 s oc1a 1zatlon. 

Witkin s tates that sex differences are exhibited in field 

dependence and field independe nce in the following ways: m.ales tend 

to exhibit interest in areas requiring technical and m e chanical 

activities (analytic skills). 

1Messick, p. 13. 

2
Ibid. , p. 92. 

Twice as many males rnaj or in these 

3 Cross, Acc ent on Learning, p. 118. 
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areas . 
1 

Females tend to prefer activities involving people. In 

summarizing sex differences, Witkin states that an awareness of 

sex differences that exist will be of assitance if the forces responsi-

ble for their development are understood. Sex is likely to be an 

important variable influencing cognitive style and p e rformance in 

the e due at.ional s e tting. 
2 

Nelson states that behaviors consis tent with one pole of a 

style diniension have be e n valued by e ducators, with a resultant 

devaluation of the alternative style. Those cognitive styles that 

predominate among n1ales are generally favored by educators and 

rese:ar chers. Sex differences in cognitive styles having educational 

implic ations are in the area of broad versus narrow categorizing; 

II . the broad categorizer prefers a small number of categories 

each containing a large number of times, whereas the narrow cate-

gorizer prefers a lar g e number of categories with a small nurnber of 

items each. 113 Children, in late childhood, and adult males use 

greater breadth of categorization than do females. Teachers prefer 

1 
Witkin, pp. 38-42. 

2Ibid. , p. 54. 

3 Nelson, "Cognitive Styles and Sex Roles, 11 p. 2. 
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nar row categorizing females, and females who are broad categori-

z ers are seen as disruptive. Studies indicate that broad categoriz-

ing females tend to be lower in judgmental confidence and more 

conse rva tive on most decision-making indices. N e ls on indicates: 

In this case, then, s ex differences are reinforced and p e rpe tuat e d by 

t eacher s and w h en f e m a les adopt the 'male' style, n egative a ttribu

ti ons a re one consequence. 111 Another model of cognitive style, 

reflection- i rnpulsivity, do e s not reveal differ e n c es in f reque ncy of 

each s tyle. Ho weve r, the re are value judg m ents. D e p e n ding up on 

the sex, the sam e action may rec e ive differing connotations a n d value 

judgments. Op e ration a l d efinitions of r e fl e ction and i rnpulsivi ty 

. 2 
p ertaining t o bo t h s exe s need to be d efined. 

N e l s on fur t h e r state s that in the di m ens ion of cogn itive 

s implicity - c omplex ity, there are no sex differenc e s in fr equency of 

each s tyle , but r a ther in the g e nerality of this style. G e nerali t y of 

complexity was found for males, virtua lly none for females, 

11 implying tha t women may be complex som e of the time but the y will 

b e simple in style more frequently than the ir complex male counter 

1
Ibid. 

2 . . 
Ibid. , pp. 3-4. 
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1 
parts. 11 There are educational implications. The cognitive 

simple approach may be advantageous in undertaking new concepts, 

and the efficient use of strategies may be demons trated by using a 

cognitive simple approach in more familiar ones . Ace ordingly, less 

generality of simplicity-complexity among females may indicate 

flexibility along this style dimensi on. 
2 

In the dimension of field dependence-independ ence, Nelson 

describes the field independent individual as one who separates the 

self from a setting and easily identifies separate features. The field 

dependent individual responds to the interrelatedness of ~:;e lf and sur ·-

roundings . Research has shown that there are some small sex di£-

ferences in Western cultures . As previously indicated, careers con-

sistent with traditiona l sex- role stereotypes are chosen by field 

3 
independents and field d e pendents. 

In the cognitive style model, inforrnation-processing, Nelson 

states that studies show there are no sex differences in sc ores across 

all four tasks. However, women are rnore often intuitive and t end to 

1
Ibid. , P· 4. 

2
Ibid. , P· 5. 

3 Ibid . , P· 6. 
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be more receptive as freshmen but more intuitive and preceptive as 

seniors. As seniors, rnen are more systematic and receptive. 

Studies did show differences in styles by the major selected. There 

w ere no sex differences in frequency of major of study selected. 

1 
11 Sex and major thus relate to style but not to each other. 11 These 

findings are important in that students can choose any college major 

and develop any style . According to Nelson, 

. it is important to note that sex differences have 
dimi nished substa ntially over the last ten or fifteen years. 
As women and m en have become more flexible in their 
educational choices, cognitive styles have becorne less 
sex -role stereotyped. Despite the decline of sex differ
ences in research data, value judgments relating to style 
persist. Being field dependent or intuitive is bad---even 
if you're male. 2 

She states that the emphasis should now shift from sex and career 

differ ences to the following three process areas: learning differences, 

style s ensitive educational programs, and strategies for increasing 

cognitive flexibility. 
3 

Nels on, in discus sing differentiation of reflective and 

impulsive behavior in terms of tasks and academic fields, states: 

1
Ibid. , p. 7. 

2Ibid., P· 8. 

3
Ibid. 
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. girls who have rejected sex~typed activities tend 
to be more reflective than those who have not. This 1s 
related, in part, to the fact that students in math and 
science tend to be more reflective, whereas those in 
humanities or social sciences tend to be more i rnpulsive. 
Girls who do well in math and science are rejecting sex
typed activities already. Thus there is a distinction 
between the kind of coursework that pays off for each 
style. 1 

Brooks, in discussing cognitive style and career choice, 

states that sex stereotypes exert a strong influe nce on career 

choice. Therefore, in working with cognitive style theory it is 

necessary to give attention to sex differences. Although relatively 

little research has b een done . in the relationship between a person's 

cognitive style and later vocation, studies indicate a correlation. 

According to cognitive style theory, individuals who are strongly 

field depe ndent or field indepe ndent will have prefer e nces for differ-

ent majors in college and, ultimately, different careers. In general, 

field d e pendents prefer majors dealing with interpersonal skills, 

which involve writing, discussion, and have a social orientation. 

Field independents prefer nonsocial content, such as math and 

science. When choice of educational-vocational specialty is corn-

patible with cognitive style, students are more likely to remain with 

1Nelson, 11 Contemporary Models of Cognitive Style," p. 7. 
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those majors through their educational experience. When the cog-

nitive style is not compatible, students are apt to change majors. 

Broad-gaug e d disciplines, such as social science,. may be favored 

b y field dependents but can also ace ommodate the field independents. 

The narrow-gauge disciplines, such as mathematics , do not offer 

such possibilities of accommodation. Nursing is a broad gaug e dis -

cipline . Stude nt nurses, rated as doing well in psychiatry, were 

r e latively field dependent. Student nurses rated as doing well in 

surgery were relatively field independent. 
1 

Cognitive styles rnus t be understood as patterns of response 

developing in relati on to c onstraints of environmental dernands and 

the individual ' s internal organizational requirernents and abilities. 

Ridgeway states that cognitive styles are generally determined by 

multiple fact ors . A study was undertaken to examine the pattern 

of perceived relationships b etween the self and the e n vironm ent 

which underlie cognitive simplicity-complexity and field 

independence in rnales an d females . No initial sex differences on 

the cognitive style variables were found. There were directional 

tendencies for males to .score highe r on the hidden figures test and 

1 
Brooks, "Cognitive Style and Career Choice, 11 pp. 4-6. 
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for females to score higher on the flexible simple-decision style. 

The only significant differences in non-cognitive variables were 

those that might be predicte d from traditional sex-role expectations. 

Results supported the expectation that diff e rent configurations of 

self-environrnent variables would underli e similar measured cogni-

1 tive style s for rnales and females. 

Kogan indicates that the empirical outcom es for er eati vity 

viewed as a special kind of thinking process indicate only a modest 

advantage for females over males in what might be called cr e ativity 

potential. He also asserts that the within-sex differences are con-

siderab ly greater than the between-sex differences. H e feels that 

the broad·-gauged abstract conc epts o r principles of rnasculin ity and 

2 
femininity may well have outlived their usefulness in p s ycho logy. 

Utilize d as a basis for formation of concepts are rationa l conc e ptual-

i z ing , analytic-descriptive conceptualizing , or the categ orical-

infe r ential conceptualizing. These three formal bases for 

1cecilia L. Ridgeway, "Patterns of Environme ntal Adjust
m e nts Und e rlying Measured Cognitive Complexity and F i e ld Independ
ence in Men and Women, 11 Perc e ptual and .Mo tor Skills 44 (F e bruary 

1977): 99-112. 

2 Nathan Kogan, "Sex Differences in Cr eativity and Cognitive 
Styles, 11 in Individua lity in Learning_, e d. Samue l Mes s ick and Asso
ciates (San F ranci sc o: J osse y -B ass, Inc., Pub lishe rs, 1976), pp. 

93-119. 
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conceptualizing appear to be developmentally ordered, with rela

tional being more characteristic of young children and analytic

descriptive being more characteristic of older persons . 1 These 

w ould be represented in the Modelities of Inference eleme nts of the 

C.S.M. 

A ge Related .Factors 

Modality preferences re.fer to individual consist encies in 

relative reliance upon the different sensory modalities available for 

experiencing the world. Three major sensory 1nodes for interacting 

with the environment and organizing information are kin e sthetic, 

visual, and auditory. These three sensory modes act as the mind's 

hand, the mind I s eye , and the mind ' s ear. Two important develop-

mental shifts occur with respect to these sensory modes. The first 

involves a pr-ogres sion from a preference for the kinesthetic modality 

in the early years to a later preference for the visual modality and 

ultimately for the auditory or verbal modality. T he second is that of 

a progressive increase in the capability to coordinate and integr ate 

information obtain e d through one sensory modality with information 

obtained through others. In adults all three modalities can function 

1Messick, p. 15. 
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in parallel. Information from one modality clarifies and supple-

ments information from the other two. But individuals differ 

markedly in their preferred reliance upon one or another of these 

three sensory modes of representation. This results in character-

is tic differences in learning and thinking styles. These would be 

r e presented under the Qualitative Symbols in the Cognitive Style 

l 
Map. 

According to Grue nfeld and MacEachron, socio-economic 

variables confound the relationship betwe en age and field depe ndence. 

This should be ob se rved a n d accounted for before concluding that age 

ex pla ins differing levels of field indepe ndence . Younge r p e rsons 

ar e likely to be of higher socio-economic s t atus than are their older 

pe e rs because of recent history of rising levels of educ a tion, higher 

incon1es, a nd health services. Studies have shown that neighborhood 

college stud ents were less field independ e nt that those who attend out-

of-town colleges. Older persons tend to be somewhat rnore field 

d e pendent . In the study, age correlated significantly with the 

education of the individual and of his/her father. Cultural variables 

referenced by social-class membership may account for differences 

1
Ibid., p. 22. 
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associated with field independent cognitive styles observed in 

l 
the study. 

Cawley, Miller, and Milligan state that if diffeTences exist 

m cognitive styles of adults, it would be of importance to educators. 

Up until now conceptual tools in understanding the adult learner have 

b een limited largely to Havighurst, Maslow, and Houle. It was sug-

ges ted that if differences in individual learners are known, this 

could assist in counseling, program planning, learning envi r on m e nts, 

and adminis tr ati ve s tr ategie s. Inforrna.tion based on previous studies 

and knowle dge of cognitive styles of pre-adult individua ls w as utiliz e d 

a s a basis for the study. 
2 

Th.re e hypothe s e s were formulated. A Co gnitive Style 

I n v entory and the Witkin Embedded Figur e s Test wer e utilized. The 

population consisted of graduate students. The abstract state d: 

This r e s e arch investigated relationa l and analytic 
cognitive s tyles arnong adult learners. It was 
hypothesized that in any selected population of adults, 

1 
Leopold W. Gruenfeld and Ann E. MacEachron, 11 Relation-

ship Between Age, Socioeconomic Status, and Field Ind e p endents, 11 

P e rceptual and Motor Skills 41 (October 197 5): 4 4 9 - 45 O. 

2 Richard W. V. Cawley, Sheila A. Miller, and James 
Milligan, "Cognitive Styles and the Adult Learner," Adult Education 
2 6 (Wint e r l 9 7 6 ) : 1 0 1 c• 116 . 
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both polar analytic and polar relational, as well as mixed 
and conflicted, cognitive styles will be found; that rela
tional cognitors will pref er a more informal learning 
environment and analytic cognitors will not; and that cog
nitive style will be related to life style preference. The 
instrume nt used was found to be an effective gauge of 
cognitive style, and data on styles were in fact collected . 
Predic t ions about l earning environment preference were 
given reasonable support. Life style prefer e nce was 
not conclusively de1nonstrated, but enough evidence was 
collected to suggest the usefu1ness of further investiga-
. 1 hon. 

Cawley, Miller, and Milligan suggest that it seems likely 

that life-situation changes affe ct cognitive style and that further study 

should exan1ine whether cognitive style remains stable over time in 

adult populations. Another consideration is that adults returning to 

full - time study, thereby making life-style changes , may exp erience 

2 
stress . 

In other cultures as well as American culture, there is 

movement toward field independence up to early adolescence. 

This i .s followed by a plateau, and then some move toward field 

d ependence around the age of fifty. These patterns seem to hold 

regardless of cultur e . 

1Ibid. , p. 101. 

2
Ibid. , p. 115. 

Individua ls show remarkable stability 
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throughout life with respect to their relative position on the contin-

1 
uum. 

Research on managers disclosed that there are differences 

in the cognitive styles between those managers who solve their prob

lems sys tematically and those who solve their problems by intuition. 
2 

Knowledge of cognitive styles is not limited to education. Industry, 

vocational rehabilitation, and other fields may apply the principles 

as well. 

Surnmary 

Research of the literature reveals that with the conception 

and development of the community college, educational philosophy and 

practic e have been modified. A new type of student is g e nerally older 

and comes with differing socio-~economic and educational background 

than the student who attended the traditional four"·year institutions. 

The comrnunity college and the associate degree nursing programs 

have been leade rs in utilizing learning theories and in developing and 

utilizing innovative instructional systems and teclmologies. With all 

1 
Cross, Accent on Learning, p. 118. 

2 James L. McKenney and Peter G. W. Keen, "How 
Managers 1 Minds Work, 11 Harvard Business Review 52 (May-June 

1974): 79-90. 
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of the innovations there still remains a_ problem of matching students, 

teachers, and strategies. Determining preferences for learning 

styles through Cognitive Style Mapping is one available method to 

as sist in accomplishing this. 

Most of the research available in relation to cognitive styles 

comes from psychological res ear ch. However, the field dependent 

versus field independent res ear ch is related to the interpersonal com

p etencies which are conceptualized in the Cognitive Style Mapping 

Instrument. Other dimensions also contribute additional information. 

The research does indicate relevance of cognitive styles to education. 

There are significant differences in cognitive styles which could have 

implications for education . To date there is very little research 

evident which estabJ.ishes the reliability and validity of the Cognitive 

Style Mapping Instrument. Results from psychological research 

reveal that there are some differences in learning styles between the 

sexes and some differences in learning styles between the ages. 

Research of the adult learner indicates differences in the ways in 

which younger and older adults learn. Th.es e, too, have implications 

for education of the adult student. However, no studies were found 

which specifically explored sex and age factors and their possible 

relationship to Cognitive Style Mapping scores. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

Population 

The institution selected for this study was a community col-

l ege in an urban setting . The institution was chosen because it 

administered the Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Mapping Instru-

rnent for those students who desired to participate on a voluntary 

basis . The total enrollment of the institution on the first day of the 

f a ll semester, 1977, was 4,924 students, of which 2,947 were rnales 

and 1, 977 were females. The student population w as dive rse and 

h e terogeneous, containing various socioeconomic, racial, and ethnic 

char acter :is tics. The average age of the student population w a s 

twenty-seve n; the average female student age was tw enty-six , and 

the averag e male student age was twenty-seven. The age range was 

fro1n s e venteen to six:ty an d over. 
1 

The median age was 24. 3 years. 
2 

Approx im a tely one -half of the students attended evening clas s es. 

The student population contained students with high a cad e mic ability, 

1 
Dr. David Sims, Class handouts, EDFD 5413-30, Fall, 

1977. 

2 
Dr. Sam Rodgers. 

93 
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but there was a disproportionate number with decreased or low 

academic skills, especially in reading, writing, and mathematical 

1 
competencies. 0£ the total enrollment in the fall semester, 1977, 

an estimated eight hundred students chose voluntarily to participate 

in the Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Mapping program. Any 

student could request to participate in this program at any time in 

his or her acad e mic career. Cognitive Style Mapping had been 

administered in this institution since 1973, with approximately eight 

2 
thous and students having been mapped. 

Description of the Instrument 

The Modifi e d Hill Model Cognitive Style Map is derived from 

a single self·-assessment inventory completed by the student . The 

results are cornputed and then reviewed by the student. The :Modified 

Hill Model Cognitive Style Map is based upon the conceptual frame-

work of the Educational Sciences and was developed largely through 

the efforts of Dr. Joseph Hill. 

1 
Si1ns, Class notes. 

2 
Mountain View College, Dallas, Texas, telephone conversa-

tion with Resource Consultant, January, 1978. 
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The inventory takes approximately forty-five minutes to 

complete and is written at the fifth/ sixth grade leve l. It can also 

be administered verbally or by the computer. There are twenty-

eight items. Each item has a coded symbol and represents a parti-

cula1· cognitive style component. The twenty-eight items are 

organized into four major groups: Theoretical Symbols, containing 

four ite ms ; Qualitative Symbols, containing sixteen items; Cultural 

Deterrninants, containing three iterns ; and Modalities of In f e rence, 

containing five items. The scores of each of th.es e twenty-ei ght 

items represent responses from eight individual questions or state-

n1ents in the inventory. The compilation of responses is then placed 

in three categories to reflect the preferences in G::_ognitive styles. A 

numerical score of twenty-seven to forty indicates a 1rMajor 11 score . 

A numerical score of sixteen to twenty --six indicates a "Minor" 

score. A score of eight to fifteen indicates a 1rNegligible 1
' score . 

Thus, each of the twenty e~eight items representing responses to eight 

questions or statements will be re corded as a " Niajor, 11 1'Minor, 11 

or 1rN egligible " and will reflect the degree of preference for that 

particular item. The 11 Major 11 preference is ordinarily the acc e rJc d 

norm for determining the cognitive style preference. The result ;:: 

are then review ed with the student and can b e utiJized in the s e lection 
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of courses and classes in accordance with his or her preferred cog-

nitive style. The Cognitive Style Maps can be stored in the computer 

and be available for use. A simulation of the Cognitive Style )Aap is 

l ocated in Appendix B. 

Extensive research has not been done to establish the relia-

bility and validity of this inventory. However, a lvlountain View 

College evaluation of the program was conducted in the fall of 1976 

through a questionnai re completed by 250 students and ten faculty 

members , with the rep.lies indicating that the program was helpful 

1 
in giving us eful information conc e rning how the students learne d. As 

re l a t ed earlier, a study by Clark and Sheriff conclude d that the Co gni

tive Style Inventory do es not lend empirical evidence to s uppo r t the 

the oretical struc ture of the in s trument as proposed by Dr. Jo seph 

Hill. z 

Data Colle ction 

A computerized listing of students attending Mountain View 

College during the fall semester, 1977, was obtained. The list con-

tained d e mographic informaticn including: (1) the s ocial security 

1 . 
Moun.tam View College, Workbook, p. 1. 

2 Clark and Sheriff. 
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numbers, {2) the birthdate, and (3) the sex of the student. The 

list was arrang e d chronologically from the earliest birthdate to the 

most recent. The oldest student was seventy-sLx years old; the 

youngest was sLxteen y ear s old. Three age groups we re arbitrarily 

chosen: seventeen to twenty-five years, twenty-six to thirty-five 

years, and thirty-six and above years. To obtain the selected group-

ings, the list was divided into three groups as follows: (1) the 

thirty-sLx year and above age group included all birth.dates from the 

beginning of the list, February 14, 1901, through December 31, 1941; 

(2) the twenty-sLx to thirty-five year age group hi.eluded all those 

birthdates listed from J anuary 1, 1942, through December 31, 1951; 

and (3) the seventeen to twenty~-five y ear age group included all those 

birthdates listed from J anuary 1, 1952, through Decemb er 31, 1960. 

There w ere 5,645 social security numbers li s ted. Of these, 

seven were not included in the study; six were not included b e cause 

there was no indication of sex or birth.dates, and one student was 

excluded b ec ause he was only sixteen years old. The total popula

tion used as a basis for this study was 5,638. Each of the sex and 

age gr oups was labeled for the purpose of facilitating the computer 

data collection. The labels were as follows: Female older group 

(FOGP), thirty-six years and older; female middle age group (FMGP), 
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twenty-six to thirty-five years; female . yotmger group (FYGP), 

seventeen to twenty-five years; male older group (MOGP), thirty

six years and older; male middle age group (MMGP), twenty-six to 

thirty-five years; and ma.le younger group (MYGP), seventeen to 

tw e nty-five years. The numbers of students contained within each 

age g rouping of each sex are liste d with their l a bels in Table 1. 

TABLE I 

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT POPULATION BY 
AGE AND SEX 

============-~=i-·===========:-::=========== 
Age Group Numb e r of Group label Number of Group label 

Males Females 

36 years, older 315 MOGP 441 FOGP 

26·-35 year s 1, 154 MMGP 716 FMGP 

17-25 years ~_§68 FYGP 11 344 FYGP 

Total sex group 3, 137 2,501 

Total population 5,638 

A stratified sample of fifty Co gnitive Style Maps was 

selected for each male and female a g e group, for a total of six groups 

and three hundred Co gnitive Style Maps. Since the li sting contained 
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no indication of which students had participated in Cognitive Style 

Mapping (CSM), it was then necessary to determine which students 

had participated in CSM. In order to obtain the desired fifty maps 

from each of the n1ale and female age groups, two hundred social 

security numbers were selected by a systematic probability sample 

from each group. The individual social security numbers were 

entered into the computer terminal. A computer response indicated 

whether or not a Cognitive Style Map was on file for that particular 

social security number. A record was kept of those number s having 

Cognitive Style Maps on file. A smaller proportion of students in 

the two older age groups were mapped than was anticipated; therefore, 

the systematic probability sample was enlarged. The actual nun1bers 

sampled from each of the six groups in order to obtain the desired 

fifty maps ·sampled are indicated in Table 2. The systematic 

probability sample criterion selected for each group was rnaintained 

until the desired number was obtained. 

These stratified and randomly selected social security 

numbers were then entered into the computer systern. Two types 

of printed data were then generated for each of the six age/ sex 

groups. First, for each age/ sex group, a profile of the "Major, 11 

11 Minor, 11 and 11 N egligible II scores was obtained. This profile also 
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included the mean and standard deviations for each item, each of 

which was carried to five places beyond the decimal point. The 

other set of data consisted of the names, social security numbers, 

and the individual scores for each of the twenty-eight elements or 

ite ms. The name s were obliterated from the records by a. black 

permanent ink n1ar ker. Confidentiality and anonymity of the records 

we.re maintaine d throughout. 

TABLE 2 

NU:.tv1ERICAL SIZE OF GROUPS SAMPLED 

===============================.:::===== 
Age Group Fen1ales Males 

36 y e ars , older 315 FOGP 251 MOGP 

26-35 years 280 FMGP 220 MMGP 

17 - 25 years 200 FYGP 200 FYGP 

Sex group totals 795 671 

Treatm ent of the Data 

Following collection of the data, sum.mary statistics of the 

means (X ) and standard deviations (SD ) of the CSM scores for each 

male and female age group of each of the twenty-eig ht items were 
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determined. The means and standard deviations of each age and 

sex group could then be compared in relation to each item. F 

statis tics of each of the twenty-eight items of each of the age/ sex 

gr oups w ere obtained by an analysis of variance with two-way factorial 

arrangement of treatments (age and sex combinations) at the 0. 05 

level of significance. These statistics provided for an examination of 

the CSM scores between the male and female groups, within the 

various age groups of each sex, as well as for an interaction in the 

CSM scores b e tw een age and sex of community colle ge students. 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

The following chapter describes. the results of the study. 

The hypotheses tested in this study were as follows: 

1. There will be no significant difference in the cognitive 

style scores between m.ale and female corrnnunity college students 

as determined by the Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style :Nlap. 

2. There will be no significant diffe r e nc e in the cognitive 

style scores betwee n three age groups of comrnunity college students 

as determined by the Modified Hill Model Co gnitive Style Map . 

3. There will be no significant interaction in the cognitive 

style scores b etween age and sex of community college students as 

determined by the Modified I-lill Mod e l Cognitive Style Map. 

Level of Significance 

To be considered significant, an F statistic must have 

been at least 3. 92 to declare the difference between the sexes to be 

statistically significant at the 0. 05 level. For age and inte raction 

variables, it must have been at least 3. 07. All observed F statistics 

were less than 1. 0. The F statistic was determined by the analysis 

of variance with two-way factorial arrangement of treatments (age 

102 
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and sex combinations) at the O. 05 level of significance. Analysis 

of the data revealed that there was no significant effect of the sex 

variable upon the cognitive style scores. Therefore, the first 

hypothesis was accepte d. There was no significant effect of the age 

variable on cognitive style scores. The second hypothesis was 

accepted. There was also no significant interaction between age 

a nd sex and cognitive style scores. 

accepted. 

The third hypothesis was 

Means and Standard Deviations 

The m eans (X) and standard deviations (SD) of the cogni

tive style scores (CS scores) for each of the twenty- eight items of 

the Modified flill Model Cognitive Style Map (CSM) were compared 

for differences betwe e n males and females of each a ge group as well 

as b etween the three age groups within each sex group. Means and 

standard deviations of the cognitive style scores were discussed in 

r e lati on to patterns of the means existing within or between the 

groups. Although there were no significant F statistic results, di£-

ferences of patterns of the means of either of the variables were 

included. Those items which suggested differences in the patterns of 

the means in either the sex or age variables were listed. 
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A grand mean of all scores was determined. The mean of 

the cognitive style scores within each of the twenty-eight items was 

computed to obtain a n1ean for each item. A mean of each item was 

then computed for each sex group within the item, giving a female 

group mean and a male group mean for each item. All rneans were 

calculated within each age group to obtain age group means. The 

mean and standard deviation of each of the twenty -eight iterns wer e 

then compared according to each a ge and sex group. The twenty-

eight item3 were clustered acc ording to the four major categories: 

Theoretical Symbols, Qualitative Symbols, Cultural Determinants, 

and Modalities of Inference. Finally, the m ean s within each item 

were examined and pat terns of the means were li s t ed . A cognitive 

style score of twenty-seven to forty was considered a "Major 11 or a 

preferred score. A cognitive style score o.f sixteen to twenty-six: 

was considered a "Minor" score, and a l ess preferred cognitive 

style, ac cording to the Modified :Hill Model Co gnitive Style Map. 

The r:neans represented the scores. 

The six sex/age groups were referred to with the sa1ne labels 

as were utilized in the computer groups: (1) female older group 

(FOGP), thirty-six years and older; (2) female middle group {FMGP), 

twenty-six to thirty-five years; (3) female young group {FYGP}, 
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seventeen to twenty-five years; (4) male older group (MOGP), 

thirty-six years and older; (5) male middle group (MMGP), twenty

six to thirty-five years; and (6) male yot.mger group (MYGP), 

seventeen to twenty-five years . 

Although no significant differences were found, demographic 

data were con1pared for differences and patterns of the m eans. The 

mean of all scores of all groups was 27. 83. Totals of all me ans by 

sex were: for the females, a mean of 27 . 50; for the males, a mean 

of 28. 17. Totals of the means for both sex groups and for each sex 

group individually according to age are identified in Table 3, a s well 

as the rne ans and standard deviations of each of the age and sex 

groups . The data r e v e aled a higher mean for males than for 

females. The older group obtained the highest mean of the t hree 

age groups, and the group means of each sex were alrnost identical. 

The lowest mean in the female group occurred in the middle age 

group. Both sex groups indicated an increase overall in m eans 

from younger to older. The difference in means and the standard 

deviations within the female group was greater than within the male 

group. 
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TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
OF COGNITIVE STYLE SCORES BY AGE AND SEX 

GROUP 

Total 
Both Groups 

F emale Group Male Group 
Age Group 

X S. D. X S. D. X S. D. 

17-25 years 27.71 5.26 27. 30 5. 19 28. 13 5.33 

26-35 y e ars 27.55 5.62 26.96 5.94 28. 14 5.29 

3 6 y ears , older 28.24 5.63 ?..8.23 5.64 28.24 5.62 

Means - -All A ges 27.83 27. 50 28. 17 

Each of the means and standard deviations of the tw enty-eight 

items was compared according to each age and sex group. The 

items in the model were clustered according to the major categories 

with which they were generally associated. The scores of each of 

the items were compared as to differences between the sex groups, 

differences within the age gr oups , and any observed patterns of the 

means. Although not significant, F statistics which were greater 

for one variable than another were noted. 
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Findings Within the Twenty-eight Items 

Theoretical Symbols 

1. Theoretical Auditory Linguistics [ T(AL)]. The sex 

group means were: female, 2 6. 76; male, 2 8. 03. The item mean 

was 27. 39. The means were higher in all three male age groups as 

compared with the female groups. The means in the male group 

d e creas eel from younger to older. The lowest mean in the female 

group was in the Flv'.lGP, with the FYGP and FOGP being ess entia lly 

the same. The standard deviations an10ng the females demonstrated 

a progressive increase from younger to older, with a n1ore marked 

increase in the FOGP than in the MOGP. Except for the FMGP, 

all mean scores fell within the "Major'; category. 

Table 4 contains de:mographic data cornparing the 1ne ans and 

standard deviations for each of the Theoretical Symbol items by age 

and sex groups. Totals for each age and sex group are given. 

2. Theor e tical Auditory Quantitative [ T(AQU. As indi-

cated in Table 4, the sex group means were: female, 20. 99; male, 

22. 05. The item mean was 21. 52. The male means were larger than 

were the female means in all three age groups, especially among the 

younger males. The means of both groups indicated a progressive 



Item 

T(AL) 

T(AQ) 

T(VL) 

T(VQ) 

Mean 
Score 

17-25 yr 
Female 

x S . D. 

27. 20 5. 21 

21. 92 5.44 

2.9 . 36 5.55 

31. 80 4 . 72 

27. 5 7 

X = Mean. 

TABLE 4 

COMPARISON OF THE MEAN .A...~D STANDARD DEV1ATIONS FOR EACH THEORETICAL 
SYlvIBOL ITEM, BY AGE, AND SEX GROUPS 

26-35 y r 36 yr, older Sex Group 17 - 25 yr 26 - 35 yr 36 yr , ol der Sex Group I Item 
Femal e Female Total Male Male Male Total Mean 

X S. D. x S . D. x x S. D. x S . D. x S . D. x ! x 

2 6.08 5 .90 27.00 6 . 17 26 . 76 2 8 . 64 5 .47 27.88 5.23 27 . 56 5.68 28. 03 127 . 39 

20 . 96 5 . 33 20. 08 5.53 2 0.99 23 . 32 5.37 22.52 5.98 20 . 32 6 . 62 22. 05 I 21. 52 

29 . 68 6 . 47 30,56 5. 80 29 . 87 28 . 6-1 5 . 68 30 . -±3 4.93 31. 13 5. 16 30. 08 129. 97 
31.36 6. 08 32. 00 5 . 58 lL.E. 31. 48 4.74 30.48 4.72 32.68 5. 37 3 1. 55 31. 63 

27. 02 2 7. 41 27.34 j28 . 02 27 . 84 27. 92 2 7 . 93 127.63 

S. D. = Standar d Devia tion. 

~ 
0 
CP 
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decrease from the younger to the older groups, with the males 

demonstrating a more marked difference. The female standard 

deviations were varied, with a slight increase from younger to older , 

whereas the male standard deviations progressively decreased and 

demonstrated a more marked difference. These scores all fall 

within the 11 Minor 11 category, and the item rnean was the lowest mean 

of all the twenty-eight item means. 

3. Theoretical Visual Linguistics [ T(VL)] . As i:ndic ated 

in Table 4, the sex group means were: female, 29. 87; rnale, 30. 08. 

The item mean was 29. 9 7 . Although the FYGP indicated a higher 

mean than the male group, rnale means surpassed the female 1neans 

in both the MMGP and MOGP. Both male and fen1ale groups 

indicated a progressive increase in means from younger to older, 

with the male group demonstrating a greater difference than the 

female group . The standard deviations of both groups were varied. 

There was a greater difference among the male groups than the 

difference between the male and female groups . All scores fell 

within the "Major" category. They were larger than the T(AL) 

scores in all groups except the MYGP, which in this group were identi

cal. The group mean was above the grand mean of all items . 
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4. Theoretical Visual Quantitative [T{VQ)]. As indicated 

in Table 4, the sex group means were: female, 31. 72; male, 31. 55. 

The item mean was 31. 63. Means of the FYGP and FMGP were 

larger than the male groups, whereas the MOGP was larger than the 

FOGP. Both groups tended to be higher in the yotmger and older 

gr oups than in the middle groups. The standard deviation in the 

FMGP indicated a wide dispersion. The group mean of this item fell 

within the "Major" category and was the highest m e an of the four 

theoretical items. 

In these four items the highest mean was the T(VQ), and 

the low est w a s the T(AQ). The means for the sex g roups for the 

Theor e tical Symbols category were: females, 2 7. 34; males, 2 7. 93. 

There was a slight decrease in the rr1 e ans of both sex g roups from 

youngest to oldest. The item mean for the Theoretical Symbols was 

2 7. 63. 

Qu~_litative Symbols 

5. Qualitative Auditory LCli!0J. As indicated in Table 5, 

the sex group means were: female, 29. 69; male 30. 83. The group 

mean for the item was 30. 26. A decrease in both male and female 

groups was noted in the middle age range. The male group means 



TAB LE 5 

CO M P AR ISON OF THE M.EAI'. A.."\/D STANDARD DE VIA TION S F O R EAC H Q U ALITATIVE 
SY MB OL ITEM, BY AG E Al"\/D SEX G R OUPS 

17 -25 yr 26 - 35 yr 36 yr, olde r 
S ex Gcol 17-25 y r 26 - 35 yr 36 yr, older S ex Gr ou p Item 

Female F en1ale Female Total Male Mal e Male To t al J\·l e an 
Item 

x S . D. x S . D . X S . D. x x S. D . x S . D . x S. D . x x 

Q(A) 30 . 08 4.66 2 8 . -18 5. 17 30. 52 5 . 12 2 9.69 32. . 16 .J . 2 3 29. 60 4.45 30. 72 5.56 30.83 30. 26 
Q (O ) 27. 6--t 4 . 62 28.88 6.85 30 . 2 0 5 . 35 28. 90 27 . 72 5. 08 27 . 40 5.98 2 7 . 64 5 . 14 27 .59 28 . 24 
Q(S) 29 . 84 5 . 77 28.23 5.2 1 3 0. 36 4 . 13 2 9. ·19 2 9 . 16 4 . 77 29 . 80 4 . 9 2 2 9. 12 4.92 2 9 . 36 29. 43 
Q (T ) 35 . 44 4 . 76 34 .5 6 5 . 67 36 . 44 3. 78 35.48 34. 0-l 3.60 34. 76 4 . 66 34. 56 4.64 34 .45 34 .97 
Q( V) 30 . 08 4 . 48 2 9. i 6 4 . 08 3 0. 52 4 . 76 29. 92 30 . 84 3.90 30.6 8 5. 15 30.68 5. 20 30. 73 30. 33 
Q (P) 27.24 5 . 42 25 . 56 5 .83 26.5 6 7.09 26. 45 30 . 40 4.80 28 .32 5 .34 28. 76 5. 16 29 . 16 2 7. 8 1 1---' 
Q(C£M) 30 . 72 4 . 79 30 . 84 5. 50 32 . 6S 4 . 55 3 1. 41 30 . 48 4..96 2 9. 2 0 5.27 30 . 56 4 .48 30. 08 30 . 75 1---' 

1---' 
Q( CES ) 30 . 40 5.73 32. 08 5. 92 33. 52 5. 2 0 32. 00 3 0. 2 0 5. 67 30. 64 4 . 99 31. 44 5.2 8 30 . 76 31. 38 
Q( C.ET ) 32 . 16 5 . 12 33 . 24 4 . 85 3-L 32 3 . 55 33 . 24 30 . 60 4 . 77 32. 56 5 .39 33. 48 5. 82 32 .2 1 32 . 73 
Q(CH) 22 . 84 5 . 22 20. 92 5.54 23. 12. 6. 3-t 22 .2 9 25 . 24 5.52 23. 76 6 . 02 2.2.. 56 5.3 8 23.85 23 . 07 
Q( Cl<:) 24. 00 5 . 10 23. 84 7. 08 27 . 84 5.55 25.23 24 .24 5 .5 8 23.44 6 . 77 2. 4 . 68 5. 82 24. 12 24 . 67 
Q(C l<H) 2 5.64 5.33 25.80 6. 05 25.44 7 . 55 2 5 .63 28. 96 5.60 29. 2 0 4 . 41 28. 68 6. 08 2 8.95 27. 2 9 
Q(C P ) 32.28 6. 10 32 . 32 6. 17 32. 6-1 5 . 38 32. 41 3 l. 72 5. 27 31. 8 0 5. 87 32.28 5. 8 7 31. 93 32. 17 
Q (CS) 33. 2-1 4. 14 32. OS 5.64 33. 36 4. 96 32. 89 32 . 2-1 4 . 64 31. 48 5. 06 32.56 5.83 32. 09 32.49 
Q (CT) 26.84 6 . 2 0 2. 4. 80 6 . 02 26. -1-t 6. 2 0 26. 03 2G. 92 5. 33 2 7. lb 6 . 40 2 7. 32 7.22 2 7. 13 26 . 58 
Q( CTM) 30. 84 6. 16 31. 60 6. 0-1 33. 60 -4 . 50 32. 01 29 . 83 5 . 02 ~ 4.60 32 . 64 5. 35 31. 33 3 1. 6 7 

!V{e;a.r. 

S c ore 29 . 33 28.90 3 0. -'i.7 29.57 29.67 29. 016 2 9. 85 2 9 . 67 29.62 

X = M ean. 

S. D . = Sl<.i ndard D e viati on . 
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decreased from the MYGP to the MOGP. There were greater dif-

ferences within the male age groups than within the female age groups. 

The differences within the male group means were greater than the 

difference between the male and female group means. This was not 

true for the female group. All scores fell within the "Major" cate-

gory. When compared with the item means of T(AL), 27. 39, a11d 

T(AQ ), 21. 52, a difference was noted in the range of means , the Q(A) 

being much higher. 

Table 5 contains demographic data comparing the 1neans and 

standard deviations for each of the Qualitative Symbol it ems by age and 

sex groups . Totals for each age and sex group are given. 

6. Qualitative Olfactory [Q(O)] . As indicated by Table 5, 

the sex group means were: female, 28. 90, male, 27. 59. The item 

mean was 28. 24. The female mean was higher than the male mean. 

The FMGP included a high standard deviation as compared with the 

FYGP and the MMGP was also increased. Fen1ales showed pr ogres -

sive increas.e in means from younger to older, whereas rnales 

remained essentially the same. There was a greater difference 

within the female group than between the female and male groups . 

All scores fell within the 11 Major 11 category, although the male group 

scores were low on the scale. 
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7. Qualitative Savory [q_{§l]. As indicated in Table 5, 

the sex group rneans were: female, 29. 49; male, 29. 36. The item 

mean was 29. 43. There was ]ittle difference between the means of 

the sexes in this item. The female means showed a decrease in the 

FMGP, with the FOGP having a higher mean than the FYGP. There 

were mor e differ ences among the female group means than there 

were differences between the means of t he male and female groups . 

All means fell within the 11 M ajor 11 category. 

8. Ot1_alitative Tactile [9.J..Il1. As indicated in Table 5, 

the sex group means were: female, 35. 48 ; rnale 34. 45 . The item 

mean was 34. 97. This was the highest me a n of all iten.1.s. Fernale 

means were higher than male m e ans. The highe s t mean for the 

males occurred in the MMGP, and for the females the highest mean 

occurred in the FOGP. The yo tmgest groups both indicated the lower 

m e ans. The feniale means showed a more marked difference than 

the means between the male and female groups. 

in the "Major" category. 

All means fell high 

9. Qualitative Vis ual [Q(V)]. As indicated by Table 5, 

the sex group means were: female, 29. 92; male, 30. 73. The item 

mean was 30. 33. The males had a higher mean than the females. 

The mean was decreased in the FMGP. No pattern of means was 
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noted. The highest mean in the female group occurred in the FOGP. 

There were more differ ences in means of the female group than there 

were between the male and female groups. The standard deviation 

within the male g roup s howed variation and contained both the lowest 

and hig h es t deviations of both groups. All scores fell within the 

11 Major' 1 categ ory. The item mean of Q(V), 30. 33, compared with 

the item means of T(VL), 29. 97, and T(VQ), 31. 63, fell within t he 

same r ange of n1e ans. 

10. Qualitative Code Proprioceptive [g_(pj]. As indicated 

in Table 5, the sex gr oup means were: female , 26. 4 5; male, 29. 16. 

The itern mean was 27. 81. D efinite differences were noted in the 

male and female group means, with the 1nal e means being h i g her. 

Both s ex gr oups indic a ted the highest m e ans in the younger g roups, 

and the lowes t in the middle gr oups. The standard deviation in the 

FOGP was 7. 09. The differences between the means of the male and 

female groups were larger than the differences withln either sex group. 

The F s tatistic, although not statistically significant, was larger for 

the sex variable than for the age variable. The m ean s of the FMGP 

and FOGP fell within the 11 Minor 1
' category. All other scores fell 

within the "Major" category, although the FYGP was a m ean low in 

this category. 
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11. Qualitative Code Empathetic [Q(C.EM)]. As indicated 

in Table 5, the sex group means were: female, 31. 41; male, 30. 08. 

The item mean was 30. 75. The females indicated a higher me an 

than the males. The female group indicated a progressive increase 

in means from yot..mger to olde r , whereas the male group n1eans 

decreased in the MMGP and indicated very little increase from the 

MYGP to the MOGP. The within group differences among the fernales 

were somewhat greater than those among the male groups . The F 

s t atistic, although not statistically significant, was larger for the sex 

variable than fo r the age variable. 

11 Major' 1 category. 

All means fell within the 

12 . Qualitative Code Esthetic [Q(CES)]. As indicated in 

Table 5, the sex group m e ans were: fe1nale, 32 . 00; male, 30. 76. 

The item m ean was 31. 38. Females had a hi gher mean than males. 

Both sex groups showed a progr essive increase in means f r om 

younger to older. However, the difference within the female group 

means was larger than the difference within the male group means. 

There was a greater difference within the female group means than 

the difference between the me ans of male and f e male gr oups. All 

scores fell within the 11 Major 1
' category. 
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13. Qualitative Code Ethic [Q(CET)]. As indicated in 

Table 5, the sex group means were: females, 33. 24; males, 32. 21. 

The ite m mean was 32. 73. Female means were higher than the male 

m e ans. Both indicated progressive increase in means from younger 

to older. There was a more marked difference of means within the 

male group than within the female group. The within gr oup differences 

were greater than the differences between the sex gr oups. The F 

statistic , althoug h not statistically significant, was larger for the age 

variable than for the sex variable. 

11 Major 1
' category. 

All scores fell within the 

14. Qua litative Code Histrionic [Q(CH)). As indicated in 

Table 5, the sex group means were: fen1ales, 22. 29; males , 23. 85. 

The item mean was 23. 07. The female group had its lowest n1ean 

in the FMGP. The highest m e an and standard deviation in the 

female gr oup occurred within the FOGP. The highest mean in the 

male group occurred withi31 the MYGP and decreased so that the low-

est mean was in the FOGP. The F statistic, although not statisti-

cally significant, was larger for the sex variable than for the age 

variable. All means fell within the "Minor" category. 

15. Qualitative Code Kinesics [Q(CK)]. As indicated by 

Table 5, the sex group means were: females, 25. 23; males, 24. 12. 
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The item mean was 24. 67. Females had a higher group mean than 

males. The item mean was below the grand mean of 27. 83. The 

lowest mean among the female group was in the Flv1GP. The highest 

mean among the females was in the FOGP, and the difference between 

the FMGP and the FOGP was marked. The highest standard devia-

tion in both groups occurred in the middle groups. Although there 

was a marked difference between means of male and female older 

groups , the difference within the female group frotn the FMGP to the 

FOGP is greater. The F statistic, although not statistically signifi-

cant, was larger for the age 'variable than for the sex variable in this 

item. The FOGP mean fell within the 11 Major 11 category. All 

other means fell within the 1'Minor 11 category. 

16. f2ua1itative Code Kinesthe tic [Q(CKH)]. As indicated 

in Table 5, the sex group means were: female, 25. 63; male, 28. 95. 

The item mean was 27. 29. The n1ale group mean was larger than 

the female group n1ean. Both male and female groups indicated 

an increase of means in the middle age groups, with the means of 

the older groups less than the younger groups . The highest stand

ard deviations occurred in the older groups . There was a more 

marked difference between the sex groups than within the sex 

groups. The F statistic, although not statistically significant, was 
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larger for the sex variable than for the age variable. All of the 

female means fell within the ''Minor" category, whereas all of the 

male means fell within the 11 Major 11 category. 

17. Qualitative Code Proxemics [Q(CP)]. As indicated 

by Table 5, the sex gr oup means were: fem ale, 32. 41; male, 31. 93. 

The item mean was 32. 17. There was a progressive increase in 

mean s in both sex groups with age. The male dHferences were 

greater than the fernale differences, but these differences were 

slight. All scores felJ. within the 11 Major 11 category. 

18. Qualitative Code Synnoetics [Q(CS)]. As indicated 

1n Table 5, the sex group means were: female, 32. 89; rnale, 32. 09. 

The item mean was 32. 4 9. B oth sex groups had the lowest n1ean in 

the middl e age groups , with a slight increase in means from the 

younger to the older groups. There were more differences within 

the groups than between the groups. All scores fell within the 

"Ma jor" categ ory at a fairly high level. 

19. Qualitative Code Transactional [Q(CT)]. As indicated 

by Table 5, the sex group means were: female, 26. 03; male, 27. 13. 

The item mean was 26. 58. The lowest mean in the female group 

was within the FMGP. The FOGP was slightly less than the FYGP. 

The male m e ans increased progressively from the younger to the older 
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age group. The difference within the female group was greater 

than the difference between the sex groups. This was not true of 

t he male group differences. All female means fell within the 

11 Minor 11 category. In the male group, the MYGP fell within the 

11 Minor 11 category, although the MMGP and the MOGP .fell within 

the 11Major 1
' category. 

20. Qualitative Code T e mporal [Q(CTT>fil. As i ndicated 

in Table 5, the s ex group means were: fernale, 32. 01; male, 31. 33. 

The item mean was 31. 67. Both sex groups indicated a progressive 

increase in m e ans from youn·ger to older age groups. The degree 

of variation within each gr oup was identical and was greater than the 

difference between the sex groups. The F statistic, although not 

statistically significant, was larger for the age variable than for the 

sex variable. All scores fell within the 11 Major 11 category. 

In these sixteen items the highest item mean was the Q(T) 

item. The lowest item mean was the Q(CH) item. The rneans for 

the sex groups were: females, 29. 57; males, 29. 67. The mean for 

the Qualitative Symbol items was 29. 62. Three items, Q(CH), 

Q(CK), and Q(CT) fell within the 11 Minor 11 category. 

within the 11 Major" category of cognitive styles. 

The rest fell 
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Cultural Determinants 

21. Associate (A). As indicated in Table 6, the sex 

group means were: female, 22. 96; male, 24. 20. The item mean 

was 23. 59. The male group mean was higher than the fem ale 

mean. Both sex groups indicated a progressive decrease in the 

means from younger to older and to a fairly marked degree. The 

differences in 1neans within the sex groups were almost the same. 

The differences withln each of the sex groups were more pro-

nounced than the differences between the sex groups. The F 

statistic, although not statistically significant, was larger for the 

age variable than for the sex variable. All means fell within the 

11 Minor 11 category. 

Table 6 contains demographic data comparing the means 

and standard deviations for each of the Cultural Determinant items 

by age and sex groups. Totals for each of the groups are given. 

22. Family (F). As indicated in Table 6, the sex group 

means were: female, 23. 71; male, 24. 87. The item mean was 

24. 29. The female group showed a progressive increase in means 

from younger to older, with a more 1narked difference between the 

FMGP and FOGP. The highest male mean occurred in the MMGP. 

There was a marked difference in this m ean from the means in the 
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MYGP and MOGP groups. The differences within the female group 

were greater than those within the male group. The differences 

w ithin the sex groups were greater than the differences between the 

sex groups. All means fell within the 11 Minor 1
' category. The F 

statistic, although not statistically significant, was larger for the 

age an d sex interaction variable than for either the age or sex 

variable. 

23. Independence (I}. As indicated in Table 6, the sex 

group means were: female, 28. 52; male, 28. 99. The item. mean 

was 28. 75. There was very little difference b etween the male and 

f emale n1eans. Females indicated a progressive incr ease i n means 

from younger to older. Males indicated the highest mean in the 

MYGP, the low es t mean in the MMGP, and the mean in the MOGP 

was only slightly l e ss than in the MYGP. The differ enc es within the 

female sex group were higher than those in the rnale sex group. 

Both of these were higher than the difference b e tween the sex gr oups. 

All means fell within the ''Major" category. 

For the three Cultural Determinant items, the sex group 

means were: fen1ale, 25. 06; male, 26. 02. The rnean of the three 

iterns was 25. 54. The highest means were located in the 

Independence (I) iten1. This was the only item mean which fell 
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within the "Major" category. There were more differences 

between the age groups than between the sex groups. There was a 

decrease in the means for the Associate (A) item w ith increased 

age in both sex groups. The female sex groups indicated pr ogres -

sive increase of means in both the Family (F) and Independence (I) 

items with age. The male group indicated a mean difference in the 

middle age groups in both the Family (F) and Independence (I) 

items. In the Family (F) item the mean score in the MMGP was 

the highest of the three age levels, and in the Inde pendence (I} 

item, the mean score in the ·MMGP was the lowes t of the three age 

l evels. 

Modalities of Inference 

24. Magnitude (M). As indicated in Table 7, the sex 

group means were: female, 30. 80; male, 30. 77. The item m e an 

was 30. 79. Both sex groups were almost identical in the group 

means. Both sex groups indicated a pro g1·e ssive increase in means 

from younger to older. The differences within the female group 

were great er than the differ e nces within the male group. Both of 

these differences were greater than the differences between the sex 

groups. The F statistic, although not significan t. v .:::1.s larger for the 
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age variable than for the sex variable in this item. 

fell within the "Major 11 category. 

All scores 

Table 7 contains demographic data comparing the means 

and standard deviations for each of the Modalities of Inference items 

by age and s ex groups. Totals for each of the groups are given. 

25. Difference (D). As indicated in Table 7, the sex 

group means were: female, 26. 96; male, 28. 49. The item mean 

was 27. 73. The male means were higher than the female means. 

The lowest mean in the female group was within the FMGP whereas 

the highest mean was in the FOGP. In the male group, the highest 

mean occurred in the MMGP and the MYGP and the MOGP were identi-

cal. The differences in the three were minimal. The highest 

standard deviations occurred in the older groups . There was a 

greater difference between the sex groups than within the sex groups 

themselves. The F statistic, although not significant, was lar ger 

for the sex variable than for the age variable. In the FYGP and 

FMGP groups, the means fell within the 11 Minor I1 category, but the 

mean of the FOGP as well as all the means of all the male groups 

fell within the 1I Major 11 category. 

26. Relationship (R). As indicated in Table 7, the sex 

group means were: female, 2 7. 2 9; male, 2 8. 49. The item mean 
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was 27. 89. Both sex groups indicated progressive increases in 

means from the younger to the older groups. There was a greater 

difference within the means of the sex groups than there was between 

the sex groups . The F statistic , although not statistically signifi-

cant, was larger for the age variable than for the sex variable . 

The FYGP, FMGP, and the MYGP groups fell within the 11 Minor 11 

category. The FOGP, MMGP, and MOGP groups fell within the 

11 Major 11 category. 

27. -fumraisal (L). As indicated in Table 7, the sex 

gr oup means were: female, 27. 39; male , 28. 15. The item mean 

was 27. 77. In the female group the lowest mean was within the 

FMGP , the highest in the FOGP, and the difference between the 

FYGP and the FOGP was not great. The male me ans indicated a 

progressive decrease from younger to older. There was n1ore of a 

variation within the female group than the male group. There was 

little difference between the within group sex variations and the 

between sex group variations. The FMGP group mean fell within 

the 1'Minor 11 category. All the rest fell within the "Major" cate-

gory. 

28. Deductive [ (K)]. As indicated in Table 7, the sex 

group means were: female, 2 7. 61; male, 29. 44 . The item mean 
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was 28. 53. The male means were higher than the female means. 

The means and standard deviations both increased in the male group 

from younge r to older. The me ans within the female groups indi-

cated little change. There was a greater difference within the r.nale 

group means than between the sex group m e ans. The F statistic, 

although not statistically significant, was larger for the sex variable 

than for the age variable. All mean scores fell within the "1V1ajor 11 

category. 

For the Modality of Inference items, the sex group rneans 

were : female, 28. 01; male, ·29. 07. The mean of the five items 

was 28. 54. All of the sex group means fell within the 11 M aj or 11 

category except for the difference (D) item in the female group . 

The highes t m e an of the five item m e ans was the Magnitude (M} 

item. Difference (D), Relationship (R), and Appraisal (L) all 

contained means of approximately the same magnitude. Individual 

age/sex gr oups, however, did fall within the 11 Minor' 1 category. 

These were the FYGP and FMGP of the Difference (D) items ; the 

FYGP, FMGP, and MYGP groups of the Relationship (R) item, and 

the FMGP of the Appraisal (L) item. 

In summary, although there were no significant differences 

for any of the three hypotheses, some differences in means and in the 
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patterns of the means were noted. The results indicated that there 

were some differences in means which were greater between the sex 

groups, some differences in the means which were greater arnong the 

age levels, and some differences which had no apparent patterns . 

Those items in which greater differences were noted between 

the sex gr oups than within the age groups included: (1) Qualitative 

Code Proprioceptive [Q(P)], (2) Qualitative Code Empathetic 

[Q(CEM)], (3) Qualitative Code Histrionic [Q(CH)], {4 ) Qualita

tive Code Kinesthetic [Q(CKH)], and (5) Difference (D). 

Those iten1s in which greater diffe r e nces were not e d b e t ween 

the age groups than within the sex groups included: ( 1) Qualitative 

Code Ethic [Q(CET)], (2) Qualitative Code Kinesics [Q(CK)], 

(3) Qualitative Code Temporal [Q(CTM)], (4) Associates (A), 

(5) Magnitude {M), (6) Relationship (R), and D e ductive [(K)]. 

One item , although not statistically significant, indicated a 

large r F statistic for the age and sex interaction than for the age 

or s ex variables. This was the Family (F) item. 

Other patterns of means that were note d includ e d tendencies 

in the means to increase, decrease, or remain relative ly stable in 

relation to the age variable. Tendency for the mean to decrease 

from young e r to the older group include d: (1) Theoretical Auditory 
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Linguistics [T(AL)], in the male group; (2) Theoretical Auditory 

Quantitative [ T{AQ)], both sexes; (3) Qualitative Code Histrionic 

[Q(CH)], males; and (4) Associate (A), both sexes. 

Tendency for the mean to increase from the younger to the 

older groups included: (1) Theoretical Visual Linguistics [T(VL)], 

both sexes; (2) Qualitative Olfactory [Q(O)], females; (3) Quali

tative Code Empathe tic [Q{CEM)], females; (4) Qualitative Code 

Es thetic [Q(CES)], both sexes; (5) Qualitative Code Ethic 

[ Q ( C ET)], both sexes; (6) Qualitative Code Pr ox e mic s [ Q (CF)], 

both s exes; and (7) Qualitative Code Tr a nsactional [Q{CT)], 

males. 

Tend ency for the mean to increase in the rniddle age group 

include d: (1) Qualitative Savory [Q(S)], males; (2) Qualitative 

Tactile [Q(T), males; (3) Qualitativ e Code Kin e sthetic [Q(CKH)], 

males; and (4) Family (F}, males. 

Tendency for the m e an to be lower in the middle age groups 

included: (1) Theoretical Auditory Linguistics [T(AL)], females; 

(2) Theoretical Visual Quantitative [ T( VQ)], both sexe s; {3) Quali

tative Auditory [Q(A)], both sexes; (4) Qualitative Savory [Q(S)], 

females; (5) Qualitative Tactile [Q(T)], females; (6) Qualitative 

Visual [Q(V)], females; (7) Quali.tative Cod e Proprioceptive [Q(P)], 
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females; (8) Qualitative Code Empathetic [Q(CEM)], males; 

(9) Qualitative Code Histrionic [Q(CH)], females; (10) Qualitative 

Code Kinesics [Q(CK )], both sexes; (11) Qualitative Code 

Synnoetics [Q(CS)], both sexe s; (12) Qualitative Code Transac

ti onal [Q(CT)], females; and (13) Independence (I), males. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the differences 

in cognitive style scores between male and female students and 

b etween three age groups; in addition, there w~s an investigation of 

the interaction in the cognitive style scores between age and sex of 

c ornmunity college students. These differences were d etermined by 

use of the Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Map as utilized by 

Mountain View College, Dallas, Texas. 

The research questions of this study were as follows: 

1. Is the re a significant differenc e in the cognitive style 

scores between male and female community college students as 

determined by a M odified Hill Model Cognitive Style Map? 

2. Is there a significant differ ence in the cognitive style 

scor e s between three age groups of community college students as 
, 

determined by a Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Map? 

3. Is there a significant interaction in the cognitive style 

scores between the age and sex of community college students as 

determined by a Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Map? 

131 
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Three age groups were chosen arbitrarily: seventeen 

to twenty-five years, twenty-six to thirty-five years, and thirty-six 

years and older. Each age group was separated according to the 

male or female sex, resulting in six age/sex groups. Utilized was 

a list of the students enrolled at the selected institution for the fall 

semes ter, 1977, with the social security number, birthdate , and sex 

of each one. The list was divided into the three age categories 

ace or ding to birthdate and sex. 

A random sample of fifty cognitive style maps was obtained 

by a systematic probability sample within each of the six age/sex 

groups. A random stratified sample was thus obtained. The data 

were analyzed for differences among the groups with respect to each 

of the twenty·-eight variables by an analysis of variance with two-way 

factorial arrangement of treatments (age and sex combinations) at 

the O. 05 level of significance. 

Conclusions 

From the hypotheses tested, the following conclusions were 

drawn: 

1. The F statistics revealed that there were no significant 

differences in the cognitive style scores between the three age groups 
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of community college students as determined by a Modified Hill 

Model Cognitive Style Map. The hypothesis was accepted. 

2. The F statistics revealed that there were no significant 

differences in the cognitive style scores between the three age 

groups of community college students as determined by a M.odified 

Hill Model Cognitive Style Map. The hypothesis was accepted. 

3 . The F statistics revealed that there was no significant 

interaction in the cognitive style scores between age and sex of 

community college students as determined by a lvlodifi e d Hill Model 

Cognitive Style Map. This hypothesis was accepted. 

Although there were no significant differences or interac-

tions, there were certain patterns of mean differences noted . Fae-

tors which w e re uncontrolled in this study may have had influences 

upon the results obtained. These included such factors as the Modi-

field Hill Model Cognitive Style Map itself, the personal roles as 

established by family and sex, educational, social, cultural, and 

economic factors. 

There were variations in mean scores among the twenty-

eight items. In general~ there was greater variability of the means 

among the female group than among the male group. The highest 

item mean was recorded in the Q(T) item, indicating that the most 
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cognitive style was perceiving meaning through touch, temperature, 

and pain. Other items with high mean scores in the "Major" pre-

fer ence category were: [ T(VQ)], finding meaning in numerical 

s ymbols, relationships, and measurements that are seen; [Q(CES)], 

e njoying the beauty of an object or an idea; [Q(CET)], commitment to 

a set of values, a group of principles, obligations, or duties, 

[Q(CP)], judging the physical or social distance permitted by another 

pe rson; [Q(CS)], personal knowledge of oneseli; and [Q{CTM)], 

a wareness of time and time expectations. The lowest item n 1ean was 

the [ T(AQ)] item, finding meaning in spoken or non - word symbols. 

Other items which fell in the lower region of the "Minor 1
' category 

included: [Q{CH)], playing a role or knowing how to fulfill role 

expectations ; [Q(CK)], understanding and communicating by facial 

expressions and body motions; [Q( CT)], ability to effectively put 

across an idea or sell a product; {A), the degree of influence by 

friends or persons other than the immediate family; and {.F), influ

e nces that might include the immediate family, or church or author

ity figures. 
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Patterns of the Means: Sex Groups 

There were differences between the means of the male and 

female groups that were greater than the differences of the means 

among the age groups, although they were not of a level of signifi-

cance. [ Q ( P)] , syn the s i zing a number of as s o c i ate d s y m b o 1 s into a 

performance of a t ask was a more prefer r ed style among males tha n 

among females. Females indicated more pr ~ferenc es than did 

male s for [Q(C E M)], sens itivity to othe r's feelings, or seeing 

another person ' s point of vi e w. [Q(CH)], playing a role to influence 

others was a low scoring item for both groups but was l ess pre-

£erred in the female group than in the male gr oup. [Q(C KH)], 

per£ or ming motor skills a ccording to a n a cc eptable form containe d a 

relatively wide v ariab ility of scores in both sexes , but the variation 

was greater in the male group. The remaining sex m e an score di£-

f e r ence was the item having to do with reasoning by looking at differ-

ences , {D). Higher rn e ans were obtained by the male group. There 

were five cognitive style items in which there were greater mean 

differences b e tween the sex groups than among the age groups . The 

findings of no significant differences b e twe en the sexes supported the 

findings revealed in the l i t e ratur e . That certain differences in 

m eans, though insignificant, did exist c annot b e attributed to sex as 
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a causative factor. The items within the inventory could possibly 

have t ended to encourage a more positive or negative response 

according to the sex because of difficulty in obtaining non-sexed or 

non-culturally oriented statements or questions for the inventory. 

Patterns of the Means: Age Groups 

There were differences between the means of the age 

groups which were greater than the differences between the sex 

groups , although not of a significant level. 

n1eans were noted. 

Certain patterns of the 

Those items in which the mean score differences in the age 

groups were larger than the 1nean score differences between the sex 

groups were those items having to do with: ( l) [Q(C ET )], a commit

ment to principles, obligations, duties, or values; (2) [Q(CI<)], an 

understanding and communic ating by body motions, gestures, hand 

and facial expressions; (3) [Q(CTM)], an awareness of time; 

(4) (A), the degree of influence of persons other than family; 

(5) (R), reasoning by looking for similarities in concepts; (6) (M), 

a form of categorical reasoning utilizing norms or categorical 

classifications; and (7) [(K)], reasoning by d eduction and logic. 
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Pro gr es sive tendency for the means of the items to be the 

less preferred cognitive style with increasing age included: 

(1) [T(AL)], a preference for hearing words, among males; 

(2) [T(AQ)], a preference for hearing non-word symbols, both 

sexes; (3) [Q(CH)], playing a role and fulfilling role expectations , 

among males; and (4) (A) , a preference for the degree of influence 

by friends or persons other than the family, both groups . 

Progressive tendency for the mean of the cognitive style 

item to be more preferred with increasing age included: ( 1) [ T(VL)], 

a preference to read and find meaning through words which are seen, 

both sexes; (2) [Q(O)], perceiving meaning through the sense of 

smell, female group; (3) [Q(CEM)], having a sensitivity to the feel

ings of others, female group ; (4 ) [Q(C ES )], enjoying the beauty of 

an object or an idea, both sexes ; (5) [Q(C ET)] , a commitment to a 

set of values and principles, both sexes; (6) [Q(CP)], judging 

physical and social distance, both sexes; and (7) [Q(CT)], ability 

to sell a product or an idea, male group. There were more items 

indicating a pattern of the means to increase with age than to 

decrease with age. 

In certain items, the tendency was noted for the means 

within the sex group to be lower in the middle age group than in 
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eithe r the younger or older groups. Among the female groups only, 

these items included: [ T{AL}], a preference for hearing words; 

{2) [Q(S)], perc e iving meaning through the sense of taste; 

(3) [Q{T)], perceiving meaning through the sense of touch; 

(4) [Q(V)], p e rc e iving meaning throug h sight; (5) [Q(P)], synthe-

sizing associated symbols into a performance of a task ; (6 ) [Q(CH)], 

playing a role an d fulfilling ro le expectations; and (7) [Q(CT)], 

ability to se ll a product or a n idea. Among the male group only 

these items included : (1) [Q(CEM)], sensitivity to the feelings of 

others ; and (2) (I), independence in decision making. T h e mean 

was l ower in the m i d dle age in both sexes in the following ;-

(1) [ T (VQ )], preference for seeing non-word symbols; (2) [Q{.A)), 

perceiving m eaning through a sense of h ea ring ; (3) [Q(CI<)], 

understanding and communicating by faci a l expressions and body 

. 
motions; and (4) [Q(CS)], p e rsonal knowledge of oneself. 

In other items, a tendency was noted for the mean to be 

higher in the m iddle age group than in e ither the youn ge r or olde r 

groups. All of these were in the male group. These inc lud ed : 

(1) [Q(S)], p er c e iving m e aning by sense of taste; {2) [Q(T )], 

perceiving meaning through s ens e of touch; {3} [Q(CKH)], per-

forming motor skills according to a r ecommended or a cc eptable 
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form; and (4) {F), the influence of immediate family, church, or 

authority figures. In general there were more items indicating a 

pattern of the means to be lower in the middle age group than to be 

h igher. 

In the male group, the pattern of mean scores indicated that 

the mean score was highest in the younger group in p e rceiving mean-

ing through the sense of hearing, [Q(A)]. C e rtain other items in 

which the mean was highes t and more marked in the older group, but 

did not indicate a pattern with increasing age included: (1) [Q(CH)], 

playi ng a role and fulfi lling r ·ole expectations; and (2) [ Q (CK)], 

understanding and communicating through facial expressions and 

motions 0£ the body, in the f e male group; and (3) [T{VQ)], a pre-

ference for seeing non-word symbols in the male gr oup. In this study, 

the Relationship (R) item increased with age in both sexes . The 

Appraisal (L) item mean was the lowest of the five Modalitie s of 

Inference items and decreased in the older group of males . These 

results of the cognitive styles did not corre late with the inferences 

suggested by the literature. 

Very little mean differences were noted with age in t he cog

nitive style item related to performi ng motor skills according to a 

recommended or acceptable form [Q(CKH)], but in the item having to 
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do with synthesizing a number of associated symbols into a perform

ance of a task [Q(CP)], the means increased with age. [Q(V)], per

ceiving meaning through sight remained essentially the same in the 

male group and reflected little difference in the female group, exhibit-

ing the least preference within the older female group. [ Q (A)], per-

ceiving meaning through the sense of hearing indicated a decrease in 

preference among males with increased age and i ndicated a lesser 

preference in the middle age group of the females. Among the 

theoretical symbols, there was a decrease with age among both sex 

groups in both a preference for hearing words [T(AL)1, and prefer-

ence for hearing non-word symbols [ T(AQ)]. This was contrary to 

that indicated in the 1-iterature. However, this did agree with the 

find ings among student and registered nurses which stated that the 

least preferred method of learning was a method involving only audio-

recordings. There was an increase in the mean score with age in 

both sex groups both in the preference to read and the preference for 

seeing non-word symbols. There was a marked mean score differ-

ence between the visual [T(VQ)] and [T(VL)], and auditory [T(AQ)] 

and [ T(AL)] items. Implications in structu r ing educational strate

gies are that, with a marked preference for visual theoretical 
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material, especially with increased ag_e, a lecture class should 

include reading assignments, class handouts, charts, and graphs. 

Among the Cultural Determinant item means, as obtained 

by the Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Instrurnent, (I), 

i n dependence in decision making was the only 11 Major 11 preference 

ite m. The female groups indicated preference for this mode with 

inc re ased age. However, the males indicated a decr e ased n1ean 

score in this area in the middle age group and remained fairly con-

stant in the younger and older groups. As the Independence (I) 

decreased in the middle group, the Family (F) influences were 

incre ased to the highest mean level. 

In general, as measured by the Modified Hill Model Cogni

tive Style Map, there seemed to be certain differences and p a tterns 

of mean scores. These differences could be inte rpreted only in 

t e rms in which the Modified Hill Model Cognitive Style Map was 

utilized within Mountain View College. Instructional n1anagement 

could include these general preferences and least - liked elements in 

the considerations of program planning and student learning activities. 

Based upon the evidence discovered during this study , the 

associate degree program of nursing, with largely a female student 

population and with an in crease in proportion of older students , might 
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find that group discussions and group project type of learning modes 

may not be as preferred as the rnore independent learning laboratory 

or the n1ore structured method such as lecture. Since comnmnity 

college students live away from the campus and have other responsi

bilities in addition to attending school, this method of cognitive style 

preference may best fit their life style. 

Nursing education requires the stude.nt to develop multi-

s ens ory skills , such as visual perception, discrimination of sounds, 

sense of smell, and sense of touch. With slight exceptions, these 

cognitive style preferences generally remained fairly stable within 

both sexe s and were higher among the preferred cognitive sty le s. 

Nursing education also requires use of communication and 

inte rpersonal skills. Social interactions, such as those of the 

student-teacher, patient-therapist, and interviewee-interviewer , 

may be influenc ed by the cognitive styles of the individual involved . 

In this study, those qualities having to do with ethics, esthe tics, and 

empathy also remained stab l e or increased with age and were a lso 

high in the cognitive style preferences. 

Nursing also involves the problem solving process and 

relating theoretical knowledge to the clinical setting. Knowledge 

of the student's preferences among the Modalities of Inference items 
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would enable the teaching-learning processes to be structured in 

such a way as to be most beneficial for the student. Whether or not 

the students in an associate degree nursing program would indicate 

the saxne degree of preferences in the same ite.ms cannot be deter-

mined by this study. An indication of how the student prefers to 

l earn, along with an assessme nt of areas of natural strengths or 

areas needing assistance, are considerations that may be helpful to 

the student as well as helpful in structuring instructional strategies . 

Recommendations 

This study suggests that more research should be conducted 

m relation to cognitive styles as determined by the Modified Hill 

Model Cognitive Style instrument. 

study include : 

Recomrnendations £or further 

1. The study should be continued and expanded to include 

students enrolled in other time frames, such as other seffwste.rs or 

years. 

2. A replication of the study with students of a differing 

population, such as another community college, should be done and the 

results cornpared . 
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3. Another research study using a different instrurn.ent or 

combinations of instruments to assess cognitive styles and student 

learning mode preferences should be done. The results should then 

be compared with the Modified Hill Mode l Cognitive Style instrument. 

4. A study should be done to obtain other demographic 

information concerning cognitive styles as they relate to various 

a s pects in education, such as career choic e, and to specialized voca

ti onal programs, such as nursing. 
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APPENDIX _ A 

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING SYMBOLS AND 

T(AL) 

T(AQ) 

T(VL) 

T(VQ) 

Q(A) 

Q(O) 

Q(S) 

Q(T) 

Q(V) 

Q{P) 

THEIR MEANINGS 

Theoretic al Auditory Linguistics. 
throug h words you hear. 

Finding meaning 

Theoretical Auditory Quantitative. Finding meaning 
in spoken numbers or non-word symbols . 

Theoretical Visual Linguis tics. Finding rneaning 
from words you s e e or read. 

The or e tical Visual Quantit ative. Finding meaning 
in se e ing numerical or non-word symbols. 

Qua litative Audito r y. Perceiving m eaning through the 
sense of hearing. Distinguishing b etween sounds, 
rnusic tones, etc. 

Q~~alitative Olfactoi:y. P ercei v ing meaning throug h 
the sense of sme ll. Odors rnay reinforce or int e rfere 
with learning process. 

Qualitative Savory. P erceiving meaning through the 
sense of taste. Conc entration may b e aid e d by tasting, 
chewing gum, smoking, etc. 

Qualitative Tactile. Perceiving meaning through touch, 
temperature, and pain. 

Qualitative Visual. Perceiving meaning throug h sight. 

Qualita tive Code P r op r ioceptive. Synthes izing a num
ber of associated symbols into a performance of a task. 
Sometirnes called the 11 Sixth Sense. 11 
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11. Q(CEM) Qualitative Code Empathetic. Sensitivity to other's 
feelings. Putting yours elf into another person I s 
place. 

12. Q(CES) Qualitative Code Esthetic. Enjoying the beauty of an 
object, scene, or idea. 

13. Q(CET) Qualitative Code Ethic. Commitment to a set of values, 

14. Q(CH) 

15. Q(CK) 

principles, obligations, and/or duties. (Does not 
imply morality.) 

Qualitative Code :Histrionic. E xhibiting a d e liberate 
behavior or 11 playing a role 11 to influence others. 

Qualitative Code I-<in e sics. Understanding and com-
municating by body motions, gestures, sn1iles, facial 
expressions, and hands. 

16. Q(CKH) Qualitative Code Kinesthetic. Performing motor 

17. Q(CP) 

18. Q(CS) 

19. Q(CT) 

skills according to a reconnnended, or acceptable, 
forrn. 

Qualitative Code Proxemics. Judging the p hysical 
and social distance that another p ers on w ould permit. 

Qualitative Code Synno etics. Personal knowledge of 
one's self. 

Qualitative Cod e Trans a ctional. Influencing another's 
behavior, eff e ctively putting across an idea, or se lling 
a product. 

20. Q(CTM) Qualitative Code Temporal. Awareness of time and 

21. A 

22. F 

time ex pectations. 

Degree of influence by associates--persons other than 

family. 

Degree of influence by family, church, authority 

figures. 



23. I 

24. M 

25. D 

26 . R 

27. L 

28. (K) 

1 
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Indepe ndence in decision making. 

Magnitude. "Categorical reasoning" utilizing 
clas sification or rules as the basis for acc e pting or 
r ejecting an advanced hypothesis. 

Difference. Reasoning by looking for diff e rences in 
conc epts , suc h as in art, writing , and music. 

Relationship. 
in concepts. 

Reasoning by looking £or similarities 

AJ?RT ai s al. 
modalities 
each. 

Reasoning b y using the three previous 
(M, D, and R), · giving equa l weight to 

Deductive. Deductive r easoning, logic as used in 
ge ometry or syllogistic r eas oning. l 

" Summary of CSM Syrnbols and Their M eanings, 11 in 
Stude nt Guid e , Co gnitive Styl e (Dallas : Mountain View Community 
College , Fall, 1977). 
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